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Abstract—We tackle the atypical challenge of supporting post-
quantum cryptography (PQC) and its significant overhead in
safety-critical vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, dealing
with strict overhead and latency restrictions within the limited
radio spectrum for V2V. For example, we show that the current
use of spectrum to support signature verification in V2V makes
it nearly impossible to adopt PQC. Accordingly, we propose a
scheduling technique for message signing certificate transmissions
(which we find are currently up to 93% redundant) that learns
to adaptively reduce the use of radio spectrum. In combination,
we design the first integration of PQC and V2V, which satisfies
the above stringent constraints given the available spectrum.
Specifically, we analyze the three PQ signature algorithms selected
for standardization by NIST, as well as XMSS (RFC 8391), and
propose a Partially Hybrid authentication protocol—a tailored
fusion of classical cryptography and PQC—for use in the V2V
ecosystem during the nascent transition period we outline towards
fully PQ V2V. Our provably secure protocol efficiently balances
security and performance, as demonstrated experimentally with
software-defined radios (USRPs), commercial V2V devices, and
road traffic and V2V simulators. We show our joint transmission
scheduling optimization and Partially Hybrid design are scalable
and reliable under realistic conditions, adding a negligible average
delay (0.39 ms per message) against the current state-of-the-art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Connected vehicle (CV) technologies, integral to emerg-
ing intelligent transportation systems, are among the safety
requirements of advanced driver-assistance and, ultimately, au-
tonomous driving systems [1]. CV technologies are proliferat-
ing globally under the umbrella of vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
communication, wherein vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) has the po-
tential to drastically reduce serious roadway collisions [2] and,
at the same time, enhance transportation system efficiency
(reduce travel time, pollution, etc.). It requires each vehicle
to regularly broadcast safety messages containing travel data
(location, heading, etc.) to facilitate proactive movement coor-
dination, such as collision avoidance, among vehicles. In some
circumstances (e.g., non-line-of-sight scenarios), V2V mes-
sages could provide a critical chance to avert a collision [3].

Duly, V2V modules are already installed in thousands of
vehicles on the road [4] and their adoption rate continues to
accelerate; e.g., Ford and other major automakers just received

regulatory approval for immediate deployment of V2V in new
vehicles sold in certain U.S. states [5]. This momentum aligns
with ongoing standardization efforts for expanded use cases
of V2V (platooning, sensor data sharing, 3D mapping, etc.)
to enhance safety, efficiency, and autonomy [6], [7]—IEEE
has overhauled its Dedicated Short Range Communications
(DSRC) protocol for V2V [8] and 3GPP continues to prioritize
its alternative Cellular V2X (C-V2X) protocol in upcoming
releases towards 6G [9]. Simultaneously, autonomous vehicles
are improving [10]; autonomous driving systems are expected
to be available with moderate price premium by the 2040s [11].

With the accelerating deployment of V2V, the safety of
connected vehicles is increasingly put in jeopardy by the
likelihood of adversaries gaining access to quantum com-
puters within the lifetime of vehicles being sold today (12–
15 years [12]). These vehicles may be on the roads until
2039 or beyond, and many experts believe there is a 50% or
greater chance that a quantum computer powerful enough to
break classical cryptography will be developed by then [13].
Meanwhile, the latest IEEE 1609.2 and 1609.2.1 standards for
CV security [14], [15], which describe protocols for certificate-
based authentication of broadcast V2V messages, rely solely
on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and thus will not be
effective against adversaries equipped with large quantum
computers. In particular, the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) that is used for signing V2V safety
messages to protect against spoofing, alteration, and replay
attacks in both C-V2X and DSRC systems will be extremely
vulnerable. An attacker who uses a quantum computer to forge
valid ECDSA signatures on those messages could execute a
variety of devastating attacks; e.g., sending fake emergency
brake activation notifications in a fog bank or heavy precipita-
tion (limited visibility) to cause vehicles to react by suddenly
stopping or slowing down, resulting in anything from a severe
traffic jam to a “pile-up” chain of rear-end collisions with in-
numerable injuries and, potentially, fatalities. So, guaranteeing
the integrity and authenticity of V2V messages is paramount.

Once a vehicle is on the road, the hardware security module
(HSM) it uses to store and manage classical cryptographic
primitives cannot easily be disenrolled from the V2V system,
adapted to new cryptographic primitives via over-the-air up-
dates, or, due to poor consumer response rates [16], replaced
via manufacturer recall once those attacks become possible.
This means vehicles lack crypto agility [17]. With the lifetimes
of new vehicles overlapping the possible realization of a
quantum threat, it is critical to begin taking steps today towards
securing connected vehicles against quantum attacks that can
break ECDSA. Based on analysis we perform, though, it turns
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out the problem is greater than simply manufacturing new vehi-
cles with post-quantum (PQ) support (even once PQ HSMs are
available). This is largely because the PQ algorithms selected
for standardization by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) cannot be directly used in lieu of ECDSA
under the constraints of current V2V communication standards.

In a V2V system, all vehicles must broadcast ten or more
safety messages per second over shared and narrow radio
spectrum. This necessitates each vehicle minimizing its trans-
mission length and, by extension, the size of each message, to
accommodate more nearby vehicles in this safety system—-
maximizing system capacity. Additionally, the safety-critical
nature and the potentially high volume of incoming messages
mean that each must be processed within a few milliseconds
of arrival, constraining signature verification time. A practical
integration of post-quantum cryptography (PQC) with its over-
head into V2V must not only support the above requirements
by (1) complying with practical constraints on frame size and
latency, it must also (2) support a generalizable scheme that is
not bound to certain PQ algorithms and (3) facilitate backwards
compatibility with those vehicles that do not support PQC.

We reveal that the need to start transitioning V2V towards
quantum resistance and the severe constraints of current V2V
standards require carefully enhancing the use of radio spectrum
and prioritizing security guarantees based on how we expect
the quantum threat to evolve over time. To this end, we first
formulate a timeline for transitioning V2V to a quantum-
secure ecosystem over the next few decades, emphasizing
the requirements for a near-term solution that will provide
adequate resistance to quantum attacks given today’s hardware
and regulations, and providing insights for a more holistic PQ
paradigm for next-generation wireless technologies like 6G.
Since the high overhead of PQC cannot be accommodated
in the near term, we deduce it is necessary to deviate from
industry standards in order to more efficiently use the allocated
radio spectrum, inspiring our development of a machine-
learning technique to opportunistically reduce redundant trans-
missions and make room for PQC. With that, we devise a
partially hybrid authentication protocol for V2V that carefully
combines classical and PQ cryptography while meeting the
critical security guarantees for the near term in a transition to
a fully quantum-secure future. Hybrid designs, supported by
NIST [17], have previously been explored outside of V2V but
consider looser size or latency constraints, as shown in Fig. 1.
Moreover, we focus on the particular challenges of authenti-
cating V2V message broadcasts over noisy wireless channels,
whereas existing hybrid designs in embedded or vehicular
systems tend to focus on confidentiality or access control [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], or else consider reliable, wired channels
with bidirectional communication [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].

Contributions—We show analytically and experimentally
that by combining our novel spectrum optimization technique
and hybrid authentication protocol, PQC—despite its apparent
incompatibility with V2V due to large signatures and keys—
can in fact be integrated with IEEE 1609.2 and other V2V
standards to kick-start the transition to a quantum-secure CV
ecosystem. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

Roadmap for a PQ Transition in V2V: We show that
simply adopting a hybrid design using any of the PQ sig-
nature schemes selected for NIST standardization [28] or the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of PQC integration constraints in related domains/works.

alternative eXtended Merkle Signature Scheme (XMSS) [29]
is impossible under the constraints of V2V protocols. We
analyze advancements in quantum computing and juxtapose
them against the security requirements of V2V, synthesizing a
timeline that quantifies exactly the quantum resistance that is
needed to match likely threats over the next 11–15 years.

AI-Enabled V2V Spectrum Optimization: We are the first
to reveal that current V2V security standards require vehicles
to transmit too much redundant information; in particular,
we show that more than 90% of certificate transmissions are
redundant (i.e., the receivers already possess a message-signing
certificate being shared). In response, we enable vehicles to
function as intelligent agents who learn their environment and
adjust their security postures by tuning certificate transmission
intervals so as to more efficiently utilize the spectrum, improve
transmission reliability, and even allow signing some messages
with PQC. We re-purpose the IEEE 1609.2 peer-to-peer certifi-
cate sharing protocol to compensate for the increased intervals
(only if needed) and to retain certificate dissemination latency.

Hybrid Design for V2V Authentication: We devise and
instantiate a practical Partially Hybrid authentication protocol,
the first hybrid design for V2V, that meets all of the unique
requirements above to neatly integrate PQ into the 1609.2
security framework. Our design is partially hybrid because we
utilize PQ signatures specifically to authenticate and protect
the integrity of ECDSA message signing keys, while continu-
ing to rely predominantly (see above) on ECDSA signatures
to protect individual V2V messages. This provides robust
protection against quantum forgery attacks in the near term,
in which quantum computers may be able to break ECDSA
within the one-week validity period of a pseudonym certificate
but not within a (reduced) five-minute validity window of the
signing key. We further define a threat landscape and introduce
a novel security definition (i-unforgeability) for V2V protocols
to formally prove our Partially Hybrid design, and the current
IEEE 1609.2 protocol, are secure with respect to this definition.

Roadway Experiments and a Testbed for PQ-V2V: We
evaluate the real-world practicality of our hybrid protocol
against the above PQC constraints in V2V using a diverse
set of hardware devices, along with open-source software we
developed (see our artifacts in Appendix E), which we collec-
tively present as a testbed for PQ V2V dubbed PQ-V2Verifier.
In PQ-V2Verifier, we use a combination of software-defined
radios (SDRs) and state-of-the-art commercial devices (Cohda
MK6 [33]) with industry-standard ARMv8 V2V chipsets.
Through experiments, including outdoor experiments with
SDRs mounted in real vehicles on real roadways and extensive
simulations using a custom PQC module we built for the
VEINS simulator [34], we evaluate and confirm the scalability,
reliability, and practicality of our PQ solution. We ultimately
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demonstrate that adopting our elaborated techniques adds an
average of only 0.39ms of additional delay to each V2V
message compared with current standards and systems while
significantly improving resistance against quantum attacks.

Scope—We focus on the authenticity and integrity of V2V
safety messages against quantum threats in DSRC with insights
for future C-V2X designs (we will show PQC in C-V2X is
currently a non-starter). Confidentiality is out of our scope as
safety messages are never encrypted—they are intentionally
not confidential. As certificate management and distribution
are much broader problems, we consider them only when they
directly affect this work (with the exception of peer-to-peer
certificate distribution, discussed in detail in Section IV).

Paper Organization—After providing necessary back-
ground in Section II, we establish the need for phased hybrid
designs based on the evolving constraints of V2V over time
in Section III. Following that, we present our spectrum opti-
mization technique (Section IV) and our threat model and Par-
tially Hybrid design, including suitable PQ instantiations and
informal discussion of its security (Section V). We formally
define V2V protocols and their security, and prove our scheme
is secure, in Section VI. Our experimental evaluations are
discussed in Section VII, and we conclude with related work
and future directions in Sections VIII and IX, respectively.

II. A PRIMER ON V2V SECURITY

To achieve the safety and efficiency benefits of V2V, each
vehicle broadcasts a digitally signed basic safety message
(BSM) at least once every 100ms. Each BSM contains motion
and position information to enable other vehicles to coordinate
their movements. Every BSM is signed and packed, along
with security information needed for verification, into a Secure
Protocol Data Unit (SPDU) as shown in Fig. 2. A frame
containing the SPDU is then broadcast using DSRC [8] or
C-V2X [35], two similarly decentralized protocols based on
different communication technologies. Below, we describe the
V2V security and communication protocols.
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Fig. 2. SPDU structure in a physical-layer frame of DSRC.

A. V2V Security Standards

Security requirements and services for both DSRC and C-
V2X are most recently defined in IEEE 1609.2-2022 [14] and
IEEE 1609.2.1-2022 [15]. Among other things, 1609.2 spec-
ifies asymmetric cryptographic mechanisms and algorithms
to securely exchange BSMs, while 1609.2.1 specifies certifi-
cate management and revocation requirements for vehicles.
Of particular relevance, ECDSA is de facto mandated1 to
generate signatures (using either 256-bit or 384-bit elliptic
curves specified in [14]). Beyond signatures, IEEE 1609.2
uses compact pseudonym certificates—in which the permanent
user identity is replaced with a cryptographically unlinkable,
ephemeral identifier—to protect the integrity of the public
signature verification keys included in SPDU. Pseudonym

1The SM2 algorithm is also permitted [14, Clause 5.3.1.1], but it is very
similar to ECDSA and seldom used outside of China.

Fig. 3. Current V2V security protocol: (1) Issuer generates a pseudonym
certificate over the vehicle’s ECDSA key pkcS . (2) The vehicle signs a BSM
using ECDSA. (3) The frame containing that BSM is broadcast. (4) The
receiving vehicle verifies the pseudonym certificate using a certificate chain
(potentially with P2PCD). (5) If the signature is valid, the BSM is processed.

certificates are typically rotated every five minutes2 while each
one is (currently) valid for at most one week [36], striking
a balance between privacy and efficiency. For revocation, a
single entry on a certificate revocation list can be used to
efficiently revoke a large number of pseudonym certificates
under 1609.2.1 [15]. It has been shown that this mechanism can
be adapted to support PQ certificate revocation in V2X [37].
Fig. 3 illustrates secure V2V communication under 1609.2.

The 1609.2 standard defines both explicit and implicit
certificates. Each explicit certificate within a SPDU must con-
tain a complete verification key and a signature over it by
an issuer (e.g., a Certificate Authority (CA)), whereas an
implicit certificate includes only a shorter reconstruction value
from which the complete verification key can be derived
using a trusted root certificate. Implicit pseudonym certificates
generated using the classical scheme in IEEE 1609.2 (Elliptic
Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) [38]) help minimize SPDU size:
under IEEE 1609.2, one SPDU is at most 226 bytes using
implicit vs. 330 bytes using explicit certificates. Since PQ
implicit certificates that are smaller than PQ explicit ones
have not yet been devised, however, we consider only explicit
certificates in this paper.

Under current industry standards [39], a vehicle typically
includes its full pseudonym certificate only in every fifth SPDU
and transmits a hash of that certificate in the other 80% of
messages. This minimizes the number of large frames and
consequently maximizes system capacity (also see Section III).
From this concept of delaying verification of several (here,
up to 4) BSMs before one arrives bearing the certificate
required to verify them all, we optimize in our designs how
often a complete certificate must be transmitted (e.g., over the
course of every 500ms interval, across the transmission of 5
BSMs). We call this period a certificate transmission cycle and
incorporate it as a critical element of our fragmentation method
(in particular, fragmentation of large certificates that can then
be transmitted using several SPDUs, see Section V-B).

IEEE 1609.2 further defines the peer-to-peer certificate
distribution (P2PCD) protocol to support verification of
pseudonym certificates. When a pseudonym certificate is being
verified, its issuer’s certificate must also be verified, and so on
until this certificate chain is verified all the way up to a self-
signed trusted root certificate. During this process, a vehicle

2IEEE 1609.2 does not define this, but five minutes is a common estimate [36].
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will generate a P2PCD learning request if it encounters an
unknown certificate and attach that request to its next outgoing
SPDU [14, § 8.1]. Any vehicle receiving this request that
has knowledge of the requested certificate then generates a
learning response. After a wait time randomly chosen from the
discrete uniform distribution between 0−250ms, if the vehicle
has not heard at least 3 other vehicles broadcast a learning
response containing that certificate, it broadcasts its learning
response [14]. This process works well for ECDSA, whose
certificates are small enough that a learning response can fit
within a single payload, but breaks down when certain PQ
algorithms are used instead. As we discuss in Section V-D, this
alone excludes some PQ algorithms as P2PCD is mandatory.

B. V2V Communication Technologies

DSRC and C-V2X are the two major V2V protocols used
around the world defined for the physical and Media Access
Control (MAC) layers. DSRC, an IEEE 802.11 protocol tai-
lored for the high-mobility V2V environment, is the de facto
standard in Europe [40], used in more than 100, 000 vehicles
on the roads in Japan [41], and, as recently as 2020 [42]),
the majority of V2V-equipped vehicles in the U.S. We focus
on DSRC to develop our design due to its current dominance
in several places in the world and the incompatibility of 5G
C-V2X with current PQC, as we elaborate below.

A significant obstacle to integrating PQC into V2V is the
maximum size of frame payloads. Under DSRC, payloads are
capped at 2, 304 bytes regardless of data rate (i.e., modulation
and coding scheme) or channel bandwidth [43, Table 9-25].
This is already a limiting constraint on any PQ-V2V design,
but it is still significantly higher than the limit in C-V2X, a
protocol based on 4G and 5G cellular technology. In C-V2X,
the maximum payload size (considering only practical data
rates) in a standard 10MHz channel is a mere 437 bytes [44,
Table A.8.3-1]. As this is insufficient to contain even a PQ
signature—let alone signature and public key, together on the
order of thousands of bytes for any of the three PQ algorithms
standardized by NIST (see Section III)—the current iteration of
5G C-V2X cannot practically support PQC. Adapting C-V2X
to suit PQC, or vice versa, would require significant changes
in the design of C-V2X, FCC spectrum allocations, and/or
standard PQ algorithms, which are out of scope for this paper.

III. NECESSITY OF A PHASED HYBRID DESIGN

In contrast to protocols like Transport Layer Security
(TLS), the strict frame size constraint in DSRC (see Fig. 1)
rules out simply replacing ECDSA or using it alongside
PQ alternatives. To illustrate that, we consider the three PQ
signature algorithms selected for standardization by NIST, i.e.,
Falcon, Dilithium, and Sphincs+ [45], as well as XMSS [46],
whose relatively small keys and signatures make it the most
promising algorithm for V2V among the hash-based alternative
PQ algorithms recommended by NIST in [29].

Specifically, we choose the following instantiations, cor-
responding to NIST’s security Level 1 [47]: Falcon-512,
Dilithium-II, and Sphincs+-128s. Level 1 PQ al-
gorithms provide at least the same security against quantum
adversaries (128 bits) as the 256-bit elliptic curves currently
used for ECDSA in V2V. Therefore, a Level 1 PQ algorithm
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Fig. 4. Frame size (ECDSA and PQC) vs. DSRC payload constraint.

is appropriate to translate current security guarantees into the
quantum era. For XMSS, it was necessary to use the Level 5
instantiation XMSS-SHA2_16_256 because it can create at
least 3, 000 unforgeable signatures (the minimum required to
sign a BSM every 100ms throughout each 5-minute period
when we use one pseudonym certificate) from a single key.
Proposed instantiations at lower security levels cannot meet
this requirement; e.g, a proposed Level 3 instantiation can only
generate 210 = 1024 unforgeable signatures [29]. We note that
Level 5 instantiations of XMSS have no significant runtime
penalty compared to Level 1 instantiations [48], so any impact
on our experimental results is minimal.

Pure-PQ: Eventually, a fully PQ ecosystem will be desired;
however, directly replacing ECDSA with a PQ algorithm
towards a Pure-PQ design is unfortunately infeasible in current
V2V. Considering the sizes of the public key, certificate, and
signature of each PQ algorithm, which are plotted in Fig. 4
along with other frame elements shown in Fig. 2, it is apparent
that any of the Pure-PQ variants would result in frames that
exceed the limit of 2, 304 bytes. Signing every message with
PQC and spreading a certificate (containing its PQ signature
and a public key) across two or more frames could meet
the frame size constraint for some algorithms (e.g., Falcon);
however, it would make every frame hundreds of bytes larger,
throttling the capacity of the system (see Section VII).

Fully Hybrid: To maintain current classical security guar-
antees and simultaneously add security against quantum adver-
saries, standardization agencies including NIST recommend
(or at least support) using dual signatures [17]. In such a
hypothetical design, certificates would be a concatenation of
an ECDSA and a PQ certificate, and each BSM would be
authenticated by an ECDSA-PQ dual signature. However,
this straightforward approach runs into the same obstacles
as the Pure-PQ design. Therefore we consider the following
alternative Fully Hybrid design: The first few SPDUs (with the
exact number depending on the instantiation) in a certificate
transmission cycle contain BSMs signed using only ECDSA
along with fragments of the sender’s hybrid certificate. After
a receiving vehicle obtains all of the fragments, subsequent
messages in that certificate transmission cycle and beyond can
be effectively protected with ECDSA-PQ dual signatures until
a new pseudonym certificate is rotated in by the sender. Nat-
urally, this additional security guarantee comes at the cost of
having to send two certificates and two signatures, increasing
the frame size to such an extent that Fully Hybrid is only
possible using Falcon (and even then, only with significant
overhead compared to our Partially Hybrid design described
in Section V). We provide a pseudo-code description and
formal analysis of our Fully Hybrid design, the details of the
instantiation, and resulting frame sizes in Appendix D.
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Fig. 5. Estimated timeline of the PQ transition period and how our proposed eras and designs align.

Phased Transition to PQ-V2V. Given the current impracti-
cality of a Fully Hybrid design, we need a Partially Hybrid
design that can be used to launch a multi-year transition period
to move V2V towards a quantum-secure future. To this end,
we first outline the transition period we envision for V2V,
breaking it down into several phases (“eras”) based on our
analysis of trends and expert projections for the development
of quantum computers in the coming years (see Fig. 5).

We define era Av as starting today for new vehicles and
lasting until ECDSA can be broken in fewer than v hours,
where v is a variable dependent on quantum and V2V tech-
nology advances. During era Av, ECDSA signatures remain
secure against quantum attackers as long as signing certificates
are valid for fewer than v hours. We construct our Partially Hy-
brid design specifically for era Av. Extrapolating from IBM’s
2019–2023 quantum computing data and their projections
through 2026 [49] (assuming the current exponential growth
of quantum computing power), and considering state-of-the-art
estimates of the number of necessary qubits [50], we expect
ECDSA will be breakable in v=1 hour as early as 2038.

The second era (B), which may overlap with Av, will begin
once new hardware and improved communication protocols
allow new vehicles to rely on PQ authentication in a Fully Hy-
brid design (while older vehicles on the road cannot). Although
it is difficult to predict when embedded PQ hardware will be
widely available (and even harder to predict developments in
communication protocols and spectrum allocation), companies
are already beginning to market PQ co-processors for embed-
ded devices [51] and Hardware Security Modules [52], so we
hypothesize era B will begin around early to mid 2030s. The
last transition (to era C) will occur when ECDSA is disallowed,
which we expect ∼7 years after ECDSA is broken3.

Our Partially Hybrid design is carefully tailored for the
most urgent period, era Av. We argue that this era is already
underway and will run for the next ∼14 years, hence we
assume current hardware and V2V protocol constraints in our
design. Given the inherent unpredictability of more distant
technological advances, we refrain from presenting designs
for the other eras (e.g., a Pure-PQ design for era C) as
that would be premature. A key contribution of this paper is
demonstrating that PQC, despite its apparent incompatibility
with V2V communication (due to large signatures and keys),
can in fact be integrated with IEEE 1609.2 for use during the
Av era by combining our novel Partially Hybrid design and
AI-based spectrum optimization, presented next.
3For instance, 3DES, the predecessor to AES [53], was broken by the Sweet32
attack [54] in 2016 and NIST will not disallow the algorithm until 2023 [55].
Hence we predict that ECDSA will be disallowed circa 2045.

IV. SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION FOR V2V SECURITY

To facilitate transmitting the larger frames required for even
a Partially Hybrid design without impairing communication
reliability, it is critical to more efficiently use the limited radio
spectrum allocated for V2V. Here, we investigate the excessive
transmission of redundant information under current security
standards and leverage CV proximity awareness to optimize
spectrum usage. Further, the conserved spectrum could allow
signing some critical BSMs with PQC, enhancing security.

A. Redundant Certificate Transmission in V2V

Despite the limited bandwidth available to V2V safety
services (as little as one 10MHz channel), the only attention
that current industry standards for V2V security pay to effi-
cient use of the available spectrum is permitting vehicles to
transmit their full certificate only in every fifth SPDU (see
Section II-A). Considering the typical 100ms BSM interval,
this means a vehicle broadcasts an SPDU containing its
full pseudonym certificate (a “full-certificate SPDU”) every
500ms. We expose here a problem, common to DSRC and
C-V2X, hitherto overlooked in prior work and standards: with
vehicles often moving in similar directions at varying speeds
of usually at most ∼130 km/hr (26m/s), the vast majority of
vehicles in range to receive one certificate will still be in range
to receive the next one half a second later. While having some
repeated transmissions in highly dynamic vehicular environ-
ments indeed improves reliability, we hypothesize most full-
certificate SPDUs convey certificates to receivers who already
have them, thus excessively occupying the channel.

We use simulations in VEINS [34] to quantify how many
redundant certificates are transmitted in realistic scenarios.
Using a custom V2V security module we built for VEINS (see
Section VII-A), we consider an urban environment modeled
on Erlangen, Germany, with moderately dense traffic (50 ve-
hicles/km) spread across various roadways moving at average
speeds between 80–150 km/hr. We configure all vehicles to
transmit a BSM every 100ms, with a full ECDSA certificate
in every fifth SPDU, as per current standards. Each vehicle is
set to log the total number of certificates it receives and mark
down any received certificates that it already possesses. Over
100 iterations of a 5-minute simulation period, the median ratio
of redundant certificates received to total certificates received
across all vehicles turns out to be as high as 99.3%. This
surprisingly high number clearly demonstrates that there are
too many redundant certificate transmissions, suggesting that a
longer interval between certificate-bearing SPDUs (as opposed
to the current 500ms) would be a safe option to free significant
spectrum to support practical adoption of PQC.
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B. Leveraging P2PCD for Faster Certificate Dissemination

While increasing the interval between certificate transmis-
sions would reduce the amount of redundant information trans-
mission over the air, one might ask whether doing so would
increase the BSM processing delay (since a BSM containing
a certificate digest could not be verified until the next full-
certificate SPDU is received). To address this, we make use
of the existing P2PCD protocol defined in IEEE 1609.2 by
extending it from being used only to learn issuer certificates
(see Section II-A) to also being used for learning both issuer
and pseudonym certificates. Put differently, we use P2PCD
to allow a vehicle to proactively request another vehicle’s
pseudonym certificate from peers who already possess it, thus
making up for any possible added delays from an increased
interval between full-certificate SPDUs transmissions. We note
that learning responses are limited in number (see Section II-A)
and smaller than typical SPDUs. As a consequence, transmit-
ting more learning responses than in current systems when
combined with increased certificate intervals still results in
significant conservation of spectrum. As a concomitant benefit,
leveraging P2PCD in this way allows a vehicle to obtain its
peers’ certificates more quickly than in current systems, since
pseudonym certificates are shared on demand rather than fixed
for distribution every 500ms, thus reducing the overall delay in
certificate distribution and BSM processing in current systems
as well as our hybrid design.

Demonstrative Example. Under current industry stan-
dards [39], certificate-bearing SPDUs are 330 bytes while
a P2PCD learning response (unsigned, per [14]) containing
one certificate is only 172 bytes. In an arbitrary five-second
window, a vehicle complying with these standards would
transmit 10 full-certificate SPDUs, occupying the channel
for the time it takes to transmit 10 × 330 = 3300 bytes.
Alternatively, consider if the vehicle transmits a full-certificate
SPDU only once per second, in which case it would send only
5 × 330 = 1650 bytes. Then, in the added 500ms gap, it is
possible that a few new vehicles enter communication range,
receive a digest-bearing SPDU, and send P2PCD learning
requests for the sender’s pseudonym certificate. Under IEEE
1609.2, multiple learning requests for the same certificate
within a few hundred milliseconds should trigger at most 3
learning responses (give or take, considering possible hidden
terminals), for an additional 3 × 172 = 516 bytes. Thus,
instead of transmitting 3300 bytes of full-certificate SPDUs
in 5 seconds, a total of 1650 + 516 = 2166 bytes would be
sent to convey the same certificate, reducing spectrum usage
by up to 34% (enough, e.g., to then sign 3 selected BSMs with
Falcon). In Section VII, we experimentally demonstrate how
our approach bears the results of this example out in practice.

C. AI-Enabled Spectrum Optimization

Having provided our insights, it remains to address ex-
actly how often, and when, each vehicle should transmit a
full-certificate SPDU. Since V2V is an extremely dynamic
environment, it is intuitive that the optimal interval will not
be the same under all conditions, and enumerating the wide
variety of possible conditions would be daunting. Instead,
we turn the vehicles into intelligent agents who leverage
machine learning to autonomously adjust that interval based
on their observations of the environment, besides their existing

capability at the physical layer to dynamically adapt their
transmission rate (in bits per second, or bps) based on wireless
channel conditions to optimize transmission length.

Machine Learning Model. We use a random forest classi-
fier, as random forests are particularly well-suited for V2V
thanks to their relatively light weight, minimal storage space
requirements, and logarithmic time predictions once trained.
Based on parameters described below, our classifier takes
advantage of real-time proximity awareness from the V2V
service and predicts the best tuple of full-certificate SPDU
interval (in seconds) and data rate (bps) to use under the
observed conditions. We trained our model on a diverse set
of samples collected from simulations in VEINS across which
we varied the density of vehicles, vehicle speed, transmission
rate, vehicle paths, etc. We labeled training samples based
on their class (i.e., combination of data transmission rate
and full-certificate interval) that most significantly reduced
frame collisions (and loss) across all vehicles and runs. We
consider data rates of 6 and 9Mbps (the two most reliable data
rates allowed in DSRC [56], [43] for unpredictable channel
conditions) and certificate transmission intervals of 500, 1000,
2000, and 5000ms for a total of 2× 4 = 8 classes.

Learning Parameters. Our model incorporates a variety of
features based both on the roadway environment (e.g., number
of lanes, direction of travel, urban vs. rural) and commu-
nication channel metrics like signal-to-interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR). Roadway parameters are static, and we assume
a vehicle can update these for its current location as it moves,
e.g. by using GPS data with pre-loaded street maps. Of greater
note, two parameters from the environment turn out to have
strong predictive value for our classifier. One is the density
of vehicles around the transmitter, which we estimate as a
moving average of the number of SPDUs received over time
(since BSM interval is fixed at 100ms), and the other one is
the distance between the transmitter and neighboring vehicles,
estimated based on a moving average received signal strength
(RSS) for received SPDUs. These are significant factors in
determining how heavily the channel is being used as well as
how much interference is present, both of which impact the
likelihood of frame loss and are therefore critical for selecting
an appropriate data rate and transmission interval pair.

We selected final model parameters (e.g., number of trees)
via ablation study. Our classifier achieves 94% accuracy on a
test set (10% of samples), indicating good performance despite
the uncertainty in dynamic vehicular environments. We show
in Section VII that it is very effective in practice.

V. PARTIALLY HYBRID AUTHENTICATION FOR V2V

During the PQ transition era Av (see Fig. 5), strict require-
ments (e.g., the 2304-byte limit on payload size) are enforced
to comply with the DSRC standard and facilitate sharing the
limited bandwidth among many vehicles. Motivated by our
analysis in Section III, we propose a Partially Hybrid design,
proving it efficiently provides strong cryptographic protection
against quantum adversaries during era Av; specifically, it
protects against adversaries who require at least time v to break
ECDSA. We include parameter v in our design and assume
that it can be gradually attenuated as attacks against ECDSA
strengthen (e.g., 1 ≤ v ≤ 30, 000 days—see Fig. 5). This is
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TABLE I. PQ SECURITY AND VIABILITY OF OUR Partially Hybrid
COMPARED TO ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS.

Design Certificate BSM Auth. Performance
ECDSA (in use today) Acceptable
Pure PQ -/ Unacceptable
Fully Hybrid / Unacceptable
Partially Hybrid → Acceptable

- = none, = ECDSA, = PQ, = ECDSA + PQ

based on current estimates of quantum computing [50], [13]
and extrapolated from IBM’s efforts [49]. Since we estimate
such quantum computers will be built no earlier than ∼ 2038,
our design allows a grace period to develop new hardware and
improve the V2V communication protocols needed for a Fully
Hybrid design. Our design is standard-compliant and practical,
as shown in Section VII, and thus ready to use today.

Our core idea is to continue signing BSMs with classical
cryptography (i.e., ECDSA), and with PQC whenever our
spectrum optimization allows, while setting the validity period
of the ECDSA verification keys to v, significantly reducing
it from the current 1 week. We then require the ECDSA
verification key in the pseudonym certificate to be signed using
ECDSA and PQ signatures. Put differently, this design protects
the integrity of the ECDSA pseudonym verification key pkS
using dual ECDSA-PQ signatures, as the issuer’s keys (and
hence the signatures on the pseudonym certificates) are used
over much longer time periods and need to be protected against
quantum attacks. Our approach of analyzing the quantum
powers is inspired by the quantum annoying property of [57].

Table I compares our design to alternatives. In this section,
we define our threat model, explain how our fragmentation
approach accommodates large PQ certificates, (informally) de-
scribe our backwards-compatible design, and suggest different
instantiations. A formal foundation is given in Section VI.

A. Threat Model

The security goal defined by the IEEE 1609.2 standard
is, in part, to secure messages against spoofing and alteration
attacks [14, §1.2]. Correspondingly, we assume the attacker’s
goal is to launch such attacks to make receivers accept fraudu-
lently signed BSMs and/or treat forged certificates (excluding
the root) as legitimate, thereby causing traffic delays, colli-
sions, or other disruptive events.

Attacker’s Capabilities. We assume the attacker can observe,
drop, replay, or delay the sending or processing of legitimately
generated and broadcast SPDUs; alter SPDUs, e.g., chang-
ing the BSM, changing/ dropping/ adding/ swapping the/a
pseudonym certificate; enforce BSM contents that are then
legitimately signed and broadcast by the targeted sender; and
is unable to acquire more than one pseudonym certificate per
pseudonym from CA (as is specified in [14]).

Assumptions. We assume that all computations (including
storage of secret values) are secure, i.e., no side-channel
or fault attacks can occur. Moreover, we assume that the
certificate generation and verification is correct and secure.
In particular, we assume that CAs are honest, the root cer-
tificate cannot be forged, certificates are only generated for
legitimate pseudonyms, and invalid certificates are detectable.
Furthermore, we assume that all honestly generated SPDUs
are verified by the verifier in the same order that they have
been sent by the signer (handled by lower layers or using

TABLE II. SELECTED CERTIFICATE FIELDS OF PARTIALLY PQ HYBRID
CERTIFICATE CS ; CHANGES TO CLASSICAL CERTIFICATE ARE SHADED .

Certificate fields Value Explanation
version 4 Version of certificate format
type 0 Implicit or explicit
issuer C identifies issuer

to
B

eS
ig

ne
d id S identifies holder (pseudonym)

validityPeriod start, duration v validity period
verifyKeyIndicator pkcS public ECDSA key
PQsignatureAlg PQ PQ signature scheme
others E.g., crarId, crlSeries, region
PQ signature Signpq(skpqS ,CS) PQ signature by issuer
ECDSA signature Signc(skcS ,CS) ECDSA signature by issuer

signed BSM timestamps) as long as the receiver stays in the
transmission range. Moreover, we assume that communication
errors during transmission are handled by lower layers.

Quantum Powers. We assume that quantum computers cannot
break ECDSA immediately. Instead, we assume for our Par-
tially Hybrid design, that a quantum attacker needs 1 ≤ v ≤ 24
hours. This, based on recent findings [50], requires between
13 × 106 (for v = 24 hours) and 317 × 106 (for v = 1 hour)
qubits. We refer to Section I for an estimated timeline on the
arrival of such quantum computers. We discuss the resulting
validity periods of the pseudonym certificates below.

B. Certificate Generation and Fragmentation

We formally define our certificate fragmentation scheme to
be able to give a general description of our design, as follows.

Hybrid Certificate. Let CS denote the hybrid certificate, of
which there are several types, indicated by the version
field. We propose a new version that combines an (ex-
plicit) ECDSA certificate with a PQ-based certificate over the
same ECDSA verification key. This means that the issuer
C holds two key pairs: ECDSA keys (skcC , pk

c
C) and PQ

keys (skpqC , pkpqC ). We depict our proposed certificate structure
including the most important fields in Table II.

Fragmentation. To satisfy size constraints on the frames, we
will use fragmentation. More concretely, the first few SPDUs
include fragments of the sender’s hybrid certificate. After all
fragments are received, the receiver can verify the integrity
of the verification key using ECDSA and PQC, before using
the ECDSA key to verify any signatures. Moreover, we define
a function CFragα : C → {C1, ...,Cα} which fragments a
given certificate C into α parts. The number of fragments α
is optimized based on the PQ algorithm used such that 1) α
is minimal to transmit the entire hybrid certificate as soon as
possible, 2) all frames are at most 2, 304 bytes, 3) the size
of all frames used to transmit CS is equal, to decrease the
likelihood of frame loss due to large frames.

The inverse CConsα : {C1, ...,Cα} → C reconstructs
a certificate from given fragments. We further define H :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}256 to be a hash function.

C. Informal Description

The pseudo-code description of our Partially Hybrid design
in Fig. 6 uses the following notation. We consider one run
of the protocol, which re-occurs every τ messages where τ
is the number of SPDUs per certificate transmission cycle
(see Section II-A). We define Sc = (KGenc,Signc,Vrfyc) to
be ECDSA and Spq = (KGenpq,Signpq,Vrfypq) be a PQ
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scheme (Appendix A provides definitions of digital signature
schemes and corresponding notation). In addition, we denote
the function checking the validity of the pseudonym certificate
using the CA’s public key by CVrfy(pkC ,CS) ∈ {0, 1}. The
sender’s keys are (pkcS , sk

c
S).

The proposed protocol can be divided into three stages,
depending on the frame index i ∈ [1, τ ], i.e., which of
the τ messages in the certificate transmission cycle is the
current one. We denote the i-th message by BSMi and its
signature by sigi, packed into spdui. The first stage (lines 3-
11) and last stage (lines 25-31) are the same as for the
ECDSA-based design conditioned on the Boolean value bc.
This value is 1 if the entire hybrid certificate has been received
and verified by the receiver within the five minutes that the
pseudonym certificate has been used, (i.e., bc is set to 1 in
line 18). If bc = 0, processing of the BSM is delayed (using
function Delay(BSM) in line 11) until the hybrid certificate
has been verified, as permitted implicitly under V2V standards
(see Section II-A). In our design, and as long as underlying
communication protocols continue to impose current strict
frame size limits, we can set a timer to τ × 100ms to obtain
the hybrid certificate needed to verify and process the BSM.

The first and second part (lines 3-24) are used to commu-
nicate all fragments of the hybrid certificate. Then, the hybrid
certificate is verified (line 16), which means (at minimum) the
certificate validity period is checked and the PQ and ECDSA
signatures are verified. If the certificate is valid, the verification
key pkcS is extracted (line 17). It is important to note that if a
signature verification fails (for the certificate chain or on the
BSM itself), the BSM will be discarded. This is indicated by
Abort in our pseudo-code, and follows the reasoning in [58].

Our design will cease to be cryptographically secure once
ECDSA can be broken within the validity period v (even
though non-cryptographic methods can still be invoked to
detect an abnormal BSM). However, for the foreseeable future
it allows adapting agily to changes in the state-of-the-art in
quantum computers. Namely, v can be decreased during certifi-
cate generation (therefore, more pseudonym certificates need
to be generated as discussed below) and certificate verification.
These changes would be in software only and could be easily
made via over-the-air updates. However, to keep the pseudo-
code as simple as possible, we omit this detail in Fig. 6.

Informal Security Analysis. There are essentially two attack
vectors: (1) A quantum adversary could forge a signature on
a BSM. The attacker sees a single key “in use” for a total
of only 2 · 5 = 10 to 14 · 5 = 70 minutes, depending on v.
Moreover, the attacker must generate the forgery within the
validity period v. Since this would require quantum computers
with with a large number of qubits, quantum adversaries during
era Av (see Fig. 5) will not be more powerful than classical
ones during such an attack. (2) A quantum adversary could
attempt to forge the pseudonym certificate generated by a CA.
To prevent this, we add a PQ signature over the ECDSA public
key, resulting in a hybrid certificate CS . Assuming at least one
signature (PQ or ECDSA) is unforgeable, this attack fails.

We note CVs use several non-cryptographic safeguards
to prevent BSMs forgery when certificates have not been
verified yet. For example, threat detection services compare
BSMs from a given vehicle against its recent BSMs to detect

1 : Sender S Receiver R

2 : h← H(CS )

3 : for i = 1, ..., α − 1 :

4 : sigi ← Signc(skcS ,BSMi)

5 : spdui ← (BSMi, sig
c
i, h, Ci )

6 : spdui if bc = 1 :

7 : if h = H(CS )

8 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigi,BSMi) = 1 :

9 : Process(BSMi)

10 : Abort

11 : Delay(BSMi)

12 : sigα ← Signc(skcS ,BSMα)

13 : spduα ← (BSMα, sigα, h, Cα )

14 : spduα if bc = 0 :

15 : CS ← CCons(C1, ...,Cα)

16 : if CVrfy((pkpqC , pkcC), CS ) = 1 :

17 : pkcS ← CS # extract

18 : bc ← 1

19 : Process(BSM1, ...,BSMα)

20 : Abort

21 : if h = H(CS ) :

22 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigα,BSMi) = 1 :

23 : Process(BSMα)

24 : Abort

25 : for i = α + 1, ..., τ :

26 : sigi ← Signc(BSMi, sk
c
S)

27 : spdui ← (BSMi, sigi, h)

28 : spdui if h = H(CS )

29 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigi,BSMi) = 1 :

30 : Process(BSMi)

31 : Abort

Fig. 6. Pseudo-code description of the Partially Hybrid design to be repeated
every τ BSMs; bc ← 0 at the beginning of a new 5-minute window; if bc = 1,
the receiver knows CS ; PQ values and operations are shaded .

anomalies, so a forgery would be limited in what it could
plausibly claim (e.g., a BSM claiming a vehicle is stopped
100ms after its previous (legitimate) BSM reported moving
at 60 km/hr would be clearly implausible). Further, on-board
sensors like LiDAR or cameras corroborate BSMs; e.g., a
front-facing camera would reveal that no vehicle is actually
braking ahead despite what a forged BSM might report.

Viability. Current practice is to rotate the use of 20 pseudonym
certificates throughout one week, with each used at most 3, 000
times per each five-minute rotation [59]. This means every
certificate is used in at most 100 rotations (adding up to at most
300,000 signatures) for v = 1 week. Since our Partially Hybrid
design is only secure under the assumption that the pseudonym
certificates are valid for at most one day, we advocate for
increasing the number of certificates per week. The flexibility
of our design and over-the-air updates allow decreasing the
validity period v from one day to a few hours, likely even
less. While decreasing the validity period toward the 5-minute
(12-minute in ETSI standard [60]) absolute minimum would be
even more conservative, using a certificate only once overall or
keeping it valid for less than one hour might lead to practical
complications [59], e.g., in defining the overlapping duration
between rollovers (currently one hour) or related to managing
a larger volume of certificates. If these limitations of current
V2V protocols are resolved in the future (as ETSI is proposing
to reduce the overlap to only a few minutes), v can be reduced
further, extending the secure lifetime our Partially Hybrid.
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TABLE III. RESULTING SIZES OF FRAMES Fi (IN BYTES) FOR THE
Partially Hybrid DESIGN; |CS | IS THE SIZE OF THE ENTIRE CERTIFICATE.

PQ Scheme |CS | α F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 β
Pure ECDSA Design
- 162 1 330 200 200 200 200 1
Partially Hybrid Design
Falcon 858 1 1026 204 204 204 204 2
Dilithium 2588 2 1462 1462 204 204 204 4
Sphincs+ 8024 4 2174 2174 2174 2174 204 8
XMSS 2860 2 1598 1598 204 204 204 3

Concretely, for v = 1 day (resp., v = 2 hours) the number
of pseudonym certificates should be increased to at most
140 per week (resp., 1680), assuming4 at most 20 different
certificates used during v. While up to 1680 (in a worst-case
scenario) represents a large increase in the required number of
certificates per week, using the butterfly key technique already
established in IEEE 1609.2.1 that allows a vehicle to obtain up
to 2128 certificates per single request to a CA [15] and can be
constructed using PQC [37], renders the overhead manageable.
Another way to offload the computational burden of the CA
could be batch signing, as recently resurrected for various PQ
applications [61].

Backwards-Compatibility. The Partially Hybrid design can
be deployed in a backwards-compatible manner by using
software updates (installed over the air, during routine main-
tenance, etc.) to inform receivers about the hybrid certifi-
cate structure and allow those vehicles without PQ-capable
cryptographic hardware (HSMs) to ignore the PQ certificate
components (changing the certificate verification in line 16).
To prevent rollback attacks, we assume all vehicles send and
expect to receive the hybrid certificates, even if they do not
possess the hardware capabilities to verify the PQ signature
on the hybrid certificate. We note this enforcement only adds
security for receivers who actually verify the PQ certificate.
The advantage of this approach is that vehicles whose software
but not hardware has been updated will be able to continue
to verify ECDSA signatures. This also enables falling back
to ECDSA-only, in a crypto-agile way, if any used PQC
algorithms turn out to be insecure.

D. Instantiation

Table III presents the frame sizes for each instantiation of
the Partially Hybrid design, assuming the certificate transmis-
sion cycle used under current standards (τ = 5), calculated as
follows. We compute the certificate size as 30+ |pk|+ |sigpk|,
SPDU size as |SPDU| = 24+ |BSM|+ |certificate|+ |sigBSM|,
and then the total MAC-layer frame size as |F | = 40+|SPDU|.
Where sigpk and sigBSM are the signatures over the sender’s
public key and over an BSM, respectively.

The size of the ECDSA certificate Cc
S is 162 bytes. More-

over, we compute the total frame size including the ECDSA-
signed BSM and fragments of CS with different instantiations
of α (each frame also contains about 40 bytes of overhead for
the encoded data structures). For our design to be practical, the
number of frames needed to transmit CS during the certificate
transmission cycle (or share it via P2PCD learning response–
see Section II-A) is critical, as explained next.

4This way, a certificate is only used in a total of at most 14 (resp., 2)
rotations on average, potentially increasing the security and privacy since
the certificates can be observed less often.

Certificate Transmission Cycle. Certificates based on Falcon,
Dilithium, XMSS, and Sphincs+ can be transmitted during
the certificate transmission cycle as shown in Table III. For
Falcon, CS includes a Falcon signature over an ECDSA key
and is 858 bytes. Therefore, it is not necessary to fragment CS

and one message is sufficient to communicate it (i.e., α = 1).
Hence, the payload size of the first frame F1 is 1026 bytes
and the payload size of the remaining frames F2, F3, F4, F5 are
204 bytes each. Dilithium, XMSS, and Sphincs+ instantiations
require larger values of α, which translates to more messages
being transmitted before the integrity of the ECDSA key can
be guaranteed by both classical and PQ signature schemes as
well as lower system capacity (see Table IV).

P2PCD. Currently, under ECDSA, a certificate can fit in a
single P2PCD learning response; however, we have estab-
lished that hybrid certificates must be fragmented to meet
the DSRC payload size constraint. Therefore, each P2PCD
learning response in our design must also be fragmented.
Moreover, before each fragment is transmitted, the vehicle will
wait for a random interval (see Section II-A). In Table III, β
indicates the number of frames required to completely convey a
P2PCD learning response. The expected value of the uniformly
distributed wait time is 125ms, so on average we can expect
Sphincs+ will require 1000ms to communicate all β = 8
fragments of a single learning response. For Dilithium, we
would expect this to take about 500ms, for XMSS, 375ms,
and 250ms for Falcon. Based on this, Sphincs+ would usually
take longer than the required minimum certificate transmission
cycle length (500ms) to receive a learning response, and so we
rule Sphincs+ out. Dilithium, while on the edge of feasibility,
is likely also not viable, while XMSS and Falcon should
generally be acceptable within the context of P2PCD.

VI. FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE Partially Hybrid DESIGN

We now formally analyze the security guarantees of our
Partially Hybrid design. To this end, we first define V2V
protocols and their security (i-unforgeability).

A. Formal Definition of V2V Protocols

We define V2V protocols in general and based on certified
signature schemes—a combination of signature schemes and
certificates formalized in [62]. We recall the original Defini-
tion 6 in Appendix A, and give our adapted definition for V2V
protocols that enable instantiations with our hybrid designs.

Definition 1 (V2V protocol). Let Si = (KGeni,Signi, Vrfyi)
be digital signature schemes (defined in Appendix A) for i ∈
[1, τ ]5. Moreover, let M be a message space and S be the set
of pseudonyms. A V2V protocol P = (KGenC , CGen(CGenC ,
CGenS), SPDUGen, SPDUVerify) is defined via the following
polynomial-time algorithms

KGenC returns a public-secret key pair (pkC , skC).

CGen(CGenC ,CGenS) is an interactive protocol between
the sender vehicle S ∈ S and the CA C following
Definition 6 in Appendix A, generating a certificate CS

over (S, pkS). We refrain from describing the generation

5We define V2V protocols via τ -SPDU cycles, see Section II-A.
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process in detail as it is not finalized for V2V pro-
tocols yet [63]. We write CGen(skC , S, pkC) instead of
CGen(CGenC(skC),CGenS(S, pkC)) for brevity.

SPDUGen corresponds to signing a BSM and generating the
SPDU. Upon input an identity S ∈ S , a secret key skS ,
a certificate CS , a message BSM ∈ M, and i ∈ [1, τ ],
it returns an SPDU depending on i, including a signature
sig ← Signi(skS ,BSM). Depending on Si, sig might be the
empty string.

SPDUVerify returns 0 or 1, upon input S, pkS , CS , pkC , a
state st, and spdu. It outputs 1 if spdu (including BSM and
sig) is valid, and 0 otherwise.

spdu is valid if CVrfy(pkC , spdu, st) = 1, Vrfyi(pkS , sig,
BSM) = 1, and spdu is of the correct form6 depending on
i (which in turn depends on st). The function CVrfy is not
formally defined here, as it suffices to assume it checks all
aspects of certificate validation. Depending on the instantiation
this might include verifying the issuer’s signature, certificate
chain, certificate’s expiration date, etc. Depending on the
internal verification, the state st is updated accordingly within
CVrfy. Vrfyi follows Definition 6.

For example, the current ECDSA-only design under [14]
and [39] can be seen as a V2V protocol with S1, ...,S5 all
being ECDSA and every BSM being signed (i.e., no empty
signatures occur). For i mod τ = 1, spdui consists of a BSM,
an ECDSA signature, and the pseudonym certificate. All other
SPDUs consist of a BSM, ECDSA signature, and the hash
of pseudonym certificate. After receiving spdu1, the verifier
stores the hash of the certificate and the public key in st.

Our notation allows a different signature scheme Si for
every SPDU in the certificate transmission cycle to cover cases
where the first SPDU is not signed (which is allowed by
IEEE 1609.2) or to use a hybrid scheme from, say, the second
message on, while S1 is ECDSA as in the Fully Hybrid design.

We now describe the Partially Hybrid design following
Definition 1 with Sc = S1 = ... = Sτ and Spq.

KGenC returns (pkC , skC) with pkC = (pkcC ||pk
pq
C ), skC =

(skcC ||sk
pq
C ), (skcC , pk

c
C)← KGenc, (skpqC , pkpqC )← KGenpq.

CGen generates CS for a sender key pkcS as in Section V-B.
SPDUGen returns (with sigci ← Signc(skcS ,BSMi) and Ci

being certificate fragments)

spdui =


(BSMi, sig

c
i ,Ci), for i = 1

(BSMi, sig
c
i , h,Ci), for i ∈ [2, α]

(BSMi, sig
c
i , h), for i ∈ [α+ 1, τ ].

SPDUVerify is defined as in Fig. 6 and text above, distin-
guishing between cases i ∈ [1, α−1], i = α, and i ∈ [α+1, τ ].

B. Formal Security Guarantees

We now define the security of V2V protocols, namely i-
unforgeability, and present our main theorem that is used to
deduce Corollary 1 about the security of our designs. We model
the security based on the unforgeability of certified signature

6By “correct form”, we mean the SPDU is of the sub-components associated
with that value of i ∈ [1, τ ], as defined in SPDUGen.

Oracle OC(skC , U, corrupt):
1 if S ̸∈ S ∨ (S, ·, ·, ·) ∈ ListPub: return ⊥
2 ((S, pkS ,CS), (S

′, pkS′ , skS′ ,CS′))← CGen(skC , S, pkC))

3 ListPub← ListPub ∪ {(S, pkS ,CS)}
4 if corrupt = 0: ListSec← ListSec ∪ {(S′, pkS′ , skS′ ,CS′)}
5 else: #sender S is corrupted
6 ListSec← ListSec ∪ {(S′,⊥,⊥,⊥)}
7 ListPub← ListPub ∪ {(S′, pkS′ , skS′ ,CS′)}
8 qC ← qC + 1

Oracle Ospdu(S, pkS ,CS ,BSM, i):
1 if m ̸∈ MS ∨ (S′,⊥,⊥,⊥) ∈ ListSec: return ⊥
2 (S, pkS , skS ,CS)← Find(ListSec, S, pkS ,CS)

3 spdu← SPDUGen(S, skS ,CS , pkC ,BSM, i)

4 qspdu ← qspdu + 1, Qspdu ← Qspdu ∪ (S, pkS ,CS ,BSM, i, spdu)

5 return spdu

Fig. 7. Oracles OC and Ospdu

schemes [62], with adaptions to V2V protocols. To model
the capabilities of the attacker defined in our threat model
(Section V-A), we introduce two different signing oracles,
OC and Ospdu, which respectively correspond to generating a
pseudonym certificate and SPDUs. Both oracles can be queried
adaptively from respective messages spaces. This corresponds
to an attacker that is able to enforce certain BSM content
but not able to tamper with the sensors, and to request
pseudonym certificates. The variable i indicates which SPDU
in the certificate transmission cycle cannot be forged. For
example, forging an SPDU that uses only ECDSA might be
possible for a quantum adversary, while forging a later SPDU
that uses a classical-PQ hybrid signatures is not achievable, as
per Corollary 3 in Appendix D.

Definition 2 (V2V i-Unforgeability). Let P = (KGenC ,CGen,
SPDUGen,SPDUVerify) be a V2V protocol. Let A be an
efficient (classical/quantum) adversary and i ∈ [1, τ ]. We
define the advantage of A against the security experiment
Expti-UFP (A) as

Advi-UFP (A) = Pr
[
Expti-UFP (A) = 1

]
.

We say that P is i-unforgeable (i-UF) if Advi-UFP (A) is negli-
gible in the security parameter λ.

The experiment Expti-UFP (A) is as follows. Let ListPub and
ListSec be lists maintained by the experiment, used to store
public and secret information, respectively. A has access to
ListPub and to all information sent between parties but not to
ListSec. At the beginning, set qC ← 0, qspdu ← 0, Qspdu ← {}.
In addition, the experiment keeps a state st. A is allowed
to query oracles OC and Ospdu given in Fig. 7, having the
power to corrupt senders. The CA C cannot be corrupted,
i.e., skC is never shared with A.7Eventually A outputs a
forgery (S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗ , spdu∗). The experiment returns 1 if
SPDUVerify(S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗ , pkC , spdu

∗, st) = 1 and at least
one of following conditions is satisfied: i)(S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗) ∈
ListPub and (S∗, pkS∗ , ·,BSM∗, ·) ̸∈ Qspdu, ii)(S∗, pkS∗ , ·) ̸∈
ListPub, or iii)(S, pkS∗ ,CS) ∈ ListPub for S ̸= S∗ with
(S, ·, ·) ∈ ListPub.

7This is different from [62, Definition 4.1] and carries potential for extension.
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The adversary’s winning condition 1 covers alteration
attacks, while winning condition 2 covers spoofing attacks.
Eavesdropping attacks are considered in our model as we
allow the attacker access toOspdu. Replay attacks are implicitly
considered in our model, as they are prevented by checking that
the time stamp (which is included in the BSM) is fresh [14]
(i.e., that the BSM was sent within the preceding 30s [39]). To
circumvent this mechanism, the attacker would have to change
the timestamp, thereby altering the BSM (which is covered by
condition 1). Hence, i-UF covers the security goal defined in
IEEE 1609.2 under the assumptions listed in Section V-A.

We deduce the security of our Partially Hybrid, the Fully
Hybrid (see Appendix C), and the original ECDSA-based
design (see Appendix C) from the following theorem8. No-
tably, we assume all vehicles have access to issuer certificates
immediately (i.e., no P2PCD is needed). As discussed previ-
ously, this is idealized. Interestingly, this shows a limitation
of provable security, as non-cryptographic verification and
message delays do not increase security but still safety.

Theorem 1. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ}, and Si = (KGeni, Signi,
Vrfyi) and SC = (KGenC ,SignC ,VrfyC) be (hybrid) signature
schemes. In addition, let P = (KGenC ,CGen,SPDUGen,
SPDUVerify) be a V2V protocol using (hybrid) pseudonym
certificates, SC to sign certificates, and Si’s to sign SPDUs.
Moreover, let A be a (classical/quantum) adversary against
Expti-UFP (A), making at most qC queries to OC. Then we can
construct adversaries B1 and B2

Advi-UFP (A) ≤ 1

qC
AdveUFSi (B1) + AdveUFSC (B2),

where B1 and B2 each run in time time(A) plus the time
required to respond to A’s queries.

Our proof follows [62, Theorem 4.3] (see Appendix B)
with careful handling of the hybrid design. The core idea is
to define two events corresponding to the adversary winning
under condition 1 or 2. Intuitively, the events can be reduced
to breaking the eUF security of Si used in the generation of
the i-th SPDU or to the eUF security of SC . As mentioned
earlier, analyzing the certificate registration and management
(winning condition 3) is out of scope of this paper.

It is important to point out that our security reduction
assumes a stronger attacker than there is in reality. Namely, the
adversary wins if they can forge the signature on a pseudonym
certificate (condition 2). While this is a necessary condition,
in practice it is not sufficient. Since certificates are verified
through certificate chains, the adversary needs to actually forge
their way up to the root certificate instead of just forging the
pseudonym certificate. Future analysis might refine our result,
based on the certificate verification used. eUF is sufficient for
the next corollary; notably, there are security properties beyond
unforgeability considered for PQ signatures [64], which we
leave for future work.

Corollary 1 (Security of the Partially Hybrid). Let H :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}128 be a second pre-image resistant hash
function and P be the Partially Hybrid V2V protocol as

8Appendix A defines the advantage AdveUFS (A) of A in breaking the ex-
istential unforgeability under chosen message attacks (eUF) of S and the
advantage of A breaking second pre-image resistance Adv2PRH (A) of H.

described above. Moreover, assume the receiver supports the
PQ signature scheme used in P9. Suppose A is an i-UF
adversary against Expti-UFP (A) making at most qC queries to
OC. Then we can construct adversaries B1, B2, B3, and B4
such that for all i, Advi-UFP (A) is upper bounded by

1

qC
AdveUFSc (B1) + min(AdveUFSc (B2),AdveUFSpq (B3)) + Adv2PRH (B4).

Proof: We recall that for all i, Si = SC = Sc. Hence,
forging signatures over the BSMs reduces to an ECDSA sig-
nature (B1). To bound the advantage to forge hybrid certificates
for each i, note that we only process BSMs after the hybrid
certificate has been verified. Since SC returns the concatena-
tion of signatures generated with Sc and Spq and a certificate
is only valid if both those signatures are valid, forging a
certificate reduces to forging a classical and PQ signature
over an ECDSA certificate body, (minimum of B2 and B3).
Moreover, the SPDUs include the hash of, rather than the full,
hybrid certificate. So we additionally include the advantage of
an adversary finding a second pre-image (B4).

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We now demonstrate the combination of our spectrum op-
timization technique and Partially Hybrid design is practical;
i.e., that it is (1) scalable, supporting enough vehicles for real-
world scenarios; (2) efficient, causing no unacceptable delay
in BSM transmission or processing; and (3) reliable.

A. Experimental Setup

Testbed. We conduct indoor and outdoor experiments using
PQ-V2Verifier, a testbed for V2V security that we developed as
an overhaul and extension of V2Verifier [65], an open-source
testbed that supports transmitting BSMs over the air with SDRs
using DSRC and 1609.2-compliant BSM signing and veri-
fication using ECDSA. Building PQ-V2Verifier required im-
plementing certificate verification functionalities (as per IEEE
1609.2.1) and reworking the existing signature generation and
verification scheme to more efficiently handle large volumes
of BSMs, along with other improvements. For cryptographic
algorithm implementations we used popular, open-source li-
braries: Botan [66], for ECDSA, Dilithium, and XMSS; and
liboqs [67], for Falcon and Sphincs+. In our experiments,
both in the laboratory and on the road with real vehicles, we
run PQ-V2Verifier on laptops connected to Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) SDRs to emulate real V2V devices.
Further, we use real V2V devices with Qualcomm chipsets for
some experiments (e.g., to evaluate how quickly PQ algorithms
run on V2V processors) by deploying relevant modules of
PQ-V2Verifier, cross-compiled for ARMv8 architecture, on
those devices. We note that our PQC implementations are not
fully optimized for ARMv8 (e.g., with NEON instructions);
however, our objective is to establish the viability of our work
and not to perform a scientific benchmarking exercise, so
this is acceptable (though our results may not match formal
benchmarking reports, e.g., [68]).

9If the receiver does not support PQ, the security is the same as the ECDSA-
based design, see Corollary 2.
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TABLE IV. IMPACT OF MAXIMUM FRAME DURATION (ms) ON SYSTEM
CAPACITY (vmax) FOR Partially Hybrid VS. PURE ECDSA.

Design F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 vmax

Pure ECDSA 0.880 0.533 0.533 0.533 0.533 165
Partially Hybrid
Falcon 2.736 0.544 0.544 0.544 0.544 101
Dilithium 3.899 3.899 0.544 0.544 0.544 53
Sphincs+ 5.797 5.797 5.797 5.797 0.544 21
XMSS 4.261 4.261 0.544 0.544 0.544 49

Simulations. We use VEINS [34], a well-known combination
vehicle traffic and DSRC simulator. VEINS models real-
world challenges of wireless communication such as noise,
interference, fading channels, etc., allowing us to evaluate
performance under realistic conditions. However, VEINS does
not natively support any V2V security protocols, much less
PQC. Therefore, we developed a custom VEINS module, PQ-
VEINS, that implements IEEE 1609.2 security (i.e., ECDSA
signatures and certificates), our Partially Hybrid design instan-
tiated for Falcon (the only PQ algorithm we find to be viable),
and our AI spectrum optimization technique from Section IV.
All of our simulations consider an urban environment (the
most challenging scenario from a communications perspective)
modeled on the real roadways, traffic signals, etc., of Erlangen,
Germany. We evaluate our work in two scenarios representing
light and heavy traffic densities, respectively set at 60 and
100 vehicles/km based on real-world data [69]. We run 100
iterations of each scenario using current (ECDSA) security,
our Partially Hybrid design by itself, and our design combined
with our spectrum optimization technique, collecting a variety
of metrics that showcase the viability and benefits of our work.

B. Scalability

The system capacity of a V2V security protocol (de-
noted vmax) is the maximum number of vehicles the system
can support at a time in a given area. This is primarily
constrained by frame duration and signature verification time.

Frame duration. Every vehicle using the channel at one
time must be able to transmit at least one BSM per 100ms
interval without overlap (i.e., without blocking each other’s
transmissions), requiring frame durations to be sufficiently
short that at least 100 vehicles (as per traffic data for real-world
scenarios [69]) can each transmit one BSM per interval. Using
two USRPs connected to laptops placed a few meters apart
and each running PQ-V2Verifier, we set one USRP to transmit
BSMs assuming a worst-case communication scenario; i.e.,
using the most reliable (i.e., lowest) data rate available in
DSRC (6 Mbps). For each instantiation of our Partially Hy-
brid protocol (and ECDSA, for comparison), we measured
the frame durations reported in Table IV and calculated the
resulting vmax. With respect to frame duration, our Partially
Hybrid design can achieve 100 ≤ vmax only when instantiated
with Falcon. For all other PQ algorithms, vmax ≪ 100,
demonstrating they are unsuitable for V2V.

Signature verification time. To avoid delay in processing
BSMs, a vehicle must be able to verify the signature of at
least one BSM per interval from every other vehicle that is
in communication range. As above, a practical system must
support at least 100 vehicles, hence a viable PQ algorithm
must be capable of verifying at least 100 signatures per
100ms interval (i.e., a rate of ≥ 1 kHz). Using Cohda V2V
devices [33], we measured signature verification times on

TABLE V. IMPACT OF SIGN/VERIFY PERFORMANCE (x̄) ON SYSTEM
CAPACITY (vmax) FOR PQC VS. ECDSA ON QUALCOMM V2V CHIPSET.

Sign (milliseconds)
Algorithm x̄ σ vs. ECDSA 103/x̄ (Hz) Acceptable?
ECDSA 7.820 0.141 1.00 127.881 Yes
Falcon 2.152 0.036 0.275 464.749 Yes
Sphincs+ 5.485 0.002 0.701 182.309 No
Dilithium 2.634 1.741 0.337 379.685 Yes
XMSS 1405.408 31.150 179.724 0.712 No
Verify (milliseconds)
Algorithm x̄ σ vs. ECDSA 103/x̄ (Hz) vmax

ECDSA 0.001 0.001 1.00 675219 67521
Falcon 0.446 0.023 300.988 2243 224
Sphincs+ 5.436 0.191 3668.120 184 18
Dilithium 0.189 0.184 127.414 5299 529
XMSS 2.780 0.381 1877.402 359 35

their Qualcomm ARMv8 V2V chipsets for Sphincs+, Falcon,
Dilithium, and XMSS (and ECDSA, for comparison). For each
algorithm, we report in Table V the average (x̄) and standard
deviation (σ) signature generation and verification times (based
on 1000 executions). We found that even without ARMv8
optimizations, Falcon is able to verify 2, 243 BSM signatures
per second, yielding vmax = 224. This not only meets the 100-
vehicle requirement for real-world viability, it is higher than
the system capacity (vmax=101) achievable under the frame
duration constraint. Thus, we conclude signature verification
time does not actually reduce system capacity for Partially
Hybrid under Falcon (whereas, e.g., Dilithium meets only the
signature verification, not frame duration, constraint). We note
that Falcon can also sign 32 messages per second, meeting the
requirement to sign (and transmit) 10 BSMs per second.

C. Efficiency

In a practical system, the end-to-end delay for each BSM
must not be excessive. The end-to-end delay for one BSM
is the sum of frame duration, signature verification time
at the receiver, and waiting time at the transmitter. As we
have previously discussed the first two, only waiting time is
remarked on here. Vehicles are supposed to transmit a BSM
every 100ms, but doing so at exact intervals is not possible due
to contention-based channel access in DSRC. Every vehicle
will generate a BSM precisely every 100ms, but transmitting
that BSM must wait for the channel to be idle (based on back-
off timers in the CSMA/CA algorithm [43]). Thus, delay is
incurred waiting for the channel to be available (measured in
18µs time slots [43]). This waiting time is easily measured in
VEINS; we then combine that with our results from hardware
experiments to calculate total end-to-end delay.

Our simulation results for waiting time are shown in
Table VI for each scenario and V2V authentication design,
along with the transmission (Tx) and signature verification
times previously obtained through hardware experiments (Ta-
bles V and IV). For ECDSA and our Partially Hybrid design
without our spectrum optimization, we consider a certificate
transmission cycle of 5, based on current standards [39],
and a fixed (lowest) data rate of 6Mbps as per [43]; for
Partially Hybrid with our spectrum optimization, we consider
vehicles that vary the length of their certificate transmission
cycle and use an adaptive transmission rate, while using
PQ signatures on a subset of BSMs as conditions allow, as
described in Section IV. We further calculate the end-to-end
BSM time and, for our Partially Hybrid instantiation with
Falcon, end-to-end delay vs. Pure ECDSA. As Table VI shows,
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TABLE VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR Partially Hybrid (PH) WITH
FALCON VS. (CURRENT) ECDSA. ALL TIMES ARE MEDIANS PER-BSM, IN

µs, AT DIFFERENT VEHICLE DENSITIES PER KILOMETER (dv ).

dv Design Wait Tx Verify End-to-
end time Delay FLR

60
ECDSA 28.0 602.4 272.0 902.4 — 0.38
PH 31.0 982.4 555.0 1568.4 666.0 0.49
PH + AI 30.4 722.3 555.0 1307.7 250.2 0.41

100
ECDSA 29.0 602.4 272.0 903.4 — 0.42
PH 35.0 982.4 555.0 1572.4 670.0 0.68
PH + AI 33.8 714.5 555.0 1303.3 399.9 0.45

even without our spectrum optimization, our Partially Hybrid
design adds only about 0.6ms of delay to each BSM in
both light and dense traffic conditions, which is extremely
good considering the high overhead of PQC. Moreover, with
our spectrum optimization we do even better, reducing the
added per-BSM delay to just 0.25 and 0.39ms under light
and dense traffic conditions, respectively. This showcases how
our optimization significantly reduces the overhead of adopting
PQC and encourages jointly deploying our optimization and
Partially Hybrid design for a practical solution.

D. Reliability

Showing our Partially Hybrid design is practical requires
demonstrating it does not cause an unacceptable increase in
BSM loss when deployed in a V2V network. To that end,
we measured frame loss across all vehicles in our VEINS
simulations for each scenario and V2V protocol design. Frame
loss is simply calculated in VEINS as the total number of
lost frames at a receiver due to either bit errors (e.g., from
low SINR) or from transmitting at the same time as another
vehicle; in Table VI, we report the median frame loss ratio
(FLR), which we define as the ratio of lost frames to total
frames detected by a receiver, across all vehicles in each
configuration. As Table VI shows, when we deploy our Par-
tially Hybrid design by itself, FLR increases significantly—by
0.11 (+28.9%) and 0.26 (+61.9%), respectively, for light and
dense traffic scenarios. However, under our combined Partially
Hybrid design and spectrum optimization, FLR increases vs.
ECDSA by just 0.03 (+7.8% and +7.1%, respectively) under
both light and dense traffic scenarios. These results illustrate
the low overhead of our approach, as well as why our combined
techniques are best suited for immediate deployment.

Beyond simulations, we show our protocol can be deployed
on real vehicles through on-road, outdoor experiments with
USRPs running PQ-V2Verifier mounted in real vehicles. Using
two vehicles, we placed one USRP and one laptop in each,
configured each USRP to transmit BSMs at the standard 10Hz
rate (secured using either ECDSA or Partially Hybrid with
Falcon) and drove each vehicle on a circuit around our campus
at Rochester Institute of Technology, maintaining 15–20m
spacing between vehicles and an average speed of 32 km/hr.
Analyzing the logs, we find that our Partially Hybrid design
performed well, with a frame loss rate of just 7.4% (vs. 1.2%
for ECDSA). This minimal increase in frame loss corroborates
the viability and low overhead of our design, demonstrating our
Partially Hybrid is ready to roll out right away.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Transitioning from classical (quantum-vulnerable) cryptog-
raphy to PQC via hybrid designs is well-studied (e.g, in [70],

[71], [30], [32], [72], [24], [31], [26], [27]); however, as
discussed in Section I and shown in Fig. 1, most such work
is for wired systems or other domains with less restrictive
(or completely different) constraints. Prior works on PQC in
embedded systems and wireless networks are more closely
related to our work on V2V. However, many existing works
on embedded systems (e.g., [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]) do not
consider the above constraints; for wireless systems, PQC has
mostly been considered only for key exchange or encryption
(in contrast to our focus on authentication) as in [19] (PQ
key establishment protocols to encrypt 5G identifiers) and [73]
(encryption for video streaming systems). In the vehicular
domain, PQC is scantly represented. Most works focus on
wired, intra-vehicle communication (e.g., [20], [21]), a totally
different problem than inter-vehicle V2V. The few works
that consider V2V and 1609.2 tend to focus on proposing
alternatives (e.g., [21]) rather than developing a backwards-
compatible transition protocol like our Partially Hybrid. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to undertake the
specific challenge of devising PQ authentication for V2V that
can be integrated into the IEEE 1609.2 standard and kickstart
the transition to a quantum-secure CV ecosystem.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we laid out and advanced a path to making PQ
authentication viable in V2V communications. We revealed the
excessively redundant transmission of signing certificates in
today’s V2V, developed an AI-enabled technique to optimize
spectrum usage and reduce such unnecessary data transmis-
sion, and proposed a Partially Hybrid protocol that integrates
PQC into the IEEE 1609.2 security standard for reliable,
low-latency, quantum-resilient V2V communication during the
first period of transition from an ECDSA to a fully hybrid
ecosystem. We carefully instantiated our Partially Hybrid with
NIST-approved PQ signature algorithms (e.g., Falcon), for-
mally proved its security, and showed through rigorous in- and
outdoor (roadway) experiments that the combination of this
design with our spectrum optimization is practical, scalable,
and adds minimal delay for safety messages. Our results
strongly support Falcon as the most viable PQ algorithm for
V2V applications, giving insights we hope will help developing
future iterations of V2V standards.

In future work, we intend to expand the scope of our
theoretical and experimental analysis to fully include CAs and
their associated infrastructure as we move towards a holistic
approach to securing V2V against the quantum threat. In
addition, we will consider security properties beyond unforge-
ability, including resistance against attacks such as exclusive
ownership and message-bound signatures as analyzed in [64].
Finally, we will consider the complex challenge of designing a
practical PQ-V2V protocol for C-V2X. With its radically dif-
ferent physical layer structure, C-V2X imposes much stricter
constraints (e.g., a maximum payload size a fraction of that in
DSRC) that require significant further investigation.
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APPENDIX A
CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVE DEFINITIONS AND SECURITY

Definition 3. A Digital Signature Scheme is a tuple of algo-
rithms S = (KGen,Sign,Vrfy), defined as follows.

KGen returns a public key pk and secret key sk.
Sign returns a signature sig on a message m using sk.
Vrfy returns 0 or 1. Upon input of a message m, a signature

sig, and the public key pk, this returns 1 if the signature
is valid. Otherwise, 0 is returned.

Definition 4 (eUF). Let S = (KGen,Sign,Vrfy) be a digital
signature scheme. Let A be an efficient (classical/quantum)
adversary. We define the advantage of A against the security
experiment ExpteUFS (A) as:

AdveUFS (A) = Pr
[
ExpteUFS (A) = 1

]
.

We say that S is secure against Existential Unforgeability
under Chosen Message Attack (eUF) if AdveUFS (A) is negligible
in the security parameter λ.

ExpteUFS is defined as follows. At the beginning, set qsig ←
0 and Qsig ← {}. The challenger calls KGen to return a public
key pk and secret key sk, and passes pk to A. A may query the
signing oracle OSign on messages in the message space MS

as shown in Fig. 8. Eventually, A outputs a message-signature
pair (m∗, sig∗). The experiment returns 1 if Vrfy(pk, sig,m) =
1 and such that (m∗, ·) ̸∈ Qsig.
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Definition 5 (2PR). Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}256 be a hash
function and A be an efficient (classical/quantum) adversary.
We define the advantage of A against Expt2PRH (A) as

Adv2PRH (A) = Pr
[
Expt2PRH(x)(A) = 1|x ∈ {0, 1}∗

]
.

We say that H is secure against second Pre-image Resistance
attacks (2PR) if Adv2PRS (A) is negligible in λ.

Expt2PRH is defined as follows. At the beginning, set qH ← 0
and QH ← {}. The challenger passes x′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ to A. A
may query the hashing oracle OH on elements x ∈ {0, 1}∗ as
shown in Fig. 8. EventuallyA outputs an element x∗ ∈ {0, 1}∗.
The experiment returns 1 if H(x∗) = H(x′) and x∗ ̸= x′.

A. Certified Signature Scheme

The definition of certified signature schemes below en-
compasses explicit, implicit and hybrid certificates. Following
[62], we assume, (S, pkS) is uniquely bound in the certificate
CS . We leverage the unforgeability of a certified signature
scheme [62, Definition 4.1] to define i-unforgeability in Def. 2.

Definition 6. A certified signature scheme C = (KGenC ,
CGen(CGenC ,CGenS), Sign,Vrfy) is defined via the following
polynomial-time algorithms.

KGenC returns a key pair (pkC , skC) belonging to the CA C.

CGen(CGenC ,CGenS) is an interactive (two-party) public-
key registration protocol, involving the sender S and the
CA C running their (randomized) sub-protocols CGenC
and CGenS , respectively. CGenC takes input skC; CGenS
takes input the identity S of a sender and pkC corre-
sponding to skC . As result of the interaction, the output
of CGenC is (S, pvS ,CS), where pvS is a public key
value pvS , corresponding to a public key pkS , and CS

is an issued certificate. If CS is an explicit certificate,
pvS = pkS; if it is implicit, pvS is the reconstruction
value; if it is a hybrid certificate combining two or
more sub-certificates, pvS is the concatenation of the
corresponding public key values. The local output of
CGenS is (S, pkS , skS ,CS), where skS is used by S to
sign messages. C should not learn skS during CGen.
Either party can quit the execution prematurely, in which
case the output of the party is set to ⊥.

Sign is a signing algorithm. It takes input S, skS , CS , pkC ,
and m, and outputs a signature sig.

Vrfy is a deterministic verification algorithm. It takes input S,
pkS , CS , pkC , m, and sig, and outputs 0 or 1. In the latter
case, we say that sig is a valid signature for m relative
to (S, pkS ,CS , pkC). If CS is an implicit certificate this
also involves the reconstruction of pkS .

Oracle OSign(sk,m):
1 if m ̸∈ MS : return ⊥
2 sig← Sign(sk,m)
3 qSign ← qSign + 1
4 QSign ← QSign ∪ (m, sig)
5 return sig

Oracle OH(x):
1 if x ̸∈ {0, 1}∗: return ⊥
2 y ← H(x)
3 qH ← qH + 1
4 QH ← QH ∪ (x, y)
5 return y

Fig. 8. Oracles OSign and OH

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Our proof follows [62, Proof of Theorem 4.3]. Let A
be an adversary against the i-UF of P . Denote by RegKey
the event that in experiment Expti-UFP (A), A outputs a valid
forgery with respect to an identity and key that have been
properly registered (i.e., condition 1). Moreover, we denote
by UnregKey the event that A outputs a valid forgery with
respect to an identity S∗ and a key pkS∗ such that pkS∗ had
not been registered for S∗ (i.e., condition 2). In addition, we
define the event DoubleReg which is that A’s forgery is such
that the public key of the forgery is registered for two honest
senders (i.e., condition 3 while not condition 2). We call a
sender honest, if corrupt = 0 during the respective registration
query, otherwise a sender is dishonest/corrupt. Immediately,

Advi-UFP (A) ≤ Pr[RegKey]+Pr[UnregKey]+Pr[DoubleReg].

As analyzing the certificate registration and management
is out of scope of this paper, we assume DoubleReg does not
occur (i.e., Pr[DoubleReg] = 0). In what follows, we bound
Pr[RegKey] and Pr[UnregKey] by constructing adversaries B1
and B2 against the eUF experiment of Si and SC , respectively.

Adversary B1 plays the eUF experiment for Si for fixed
i. That means B1 takes as input pk∗ and has access to
OSigni(sk

∗, ·) with (pk∗, sk∗) ← KGen(i). B1 runs A in
a black-box way, and simulates all inputs and interactions
for A with experiment Expti-UFP (A). In particular, B1 can
simulate the response of all honest parties, including that of
the CA as described below. Before starting the execution of A,
B1 selects a random position j←$ {1, ..., qC} and generates
(pkC , skC) ← KGenC . B1 handles all registration requests
by simulating the honest protocol CGen, giving A access to
all transcripts of the registration protocol, except for the j-
th registration query. If the latter occurs, the sender’s public
key pkSj

for the queried Sj is set using pk∗ either directly
or in a concatenation as a hybrid key.10 A’s signature queries
(S, pkS ,CS ,BSM, i′) are answered as follows. If S = Sj and
i′ = i, B1 queries BSM to OSigni and uses the response to gen-
erate the SPDU following the form defined by i. Otherwise, B1
can answer the signature queries as B1 knows all other signing
keys. Eventually, A outputs a forgery (S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗ , spdu∗)
with spdu∗ supposed to be an SPDU of form corresponding
to the i-th SPDU. If A’s forgery is valid and pkS∗ = pk∗ (or
the hybrid key involving pk∗), B1 extracts the signature under
Si11 and outputs the corresponding message-signature pair as
its own forgery.

We now analyze the advantage of B1. The simulation of the
environment of A is perfect. Moreover, we know that BSM∗

has never been asked to Ospdu (since it is a valid forgery of
A), hence B1 also never asked the corresponding message
signed by Si to OSigni . Thus, A outputs a valid forgery for
a certificate registered by an honest sender with probability
Pr[RegKey]. With probability 1

qC
, B1 had set this registered

key to (involving) pk∗. Thus, Pr[RegKey] ≤ 1
qC

AdveUF
Si (B1).

10B1 can generate the corresponding certificate including the signature even
if this would involve Si since a signing key different from sk∗ would be
used.

11Since A’s forgery is valid, which means the SPDU is of the i-th form, we
know an Si signature is included in spdu∗.
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Continuing with B2, it takes as input pk∗ and has ac-
cess to OSignC (sk

∗, ·), with (pk∗, sk∗) ← KGenC . B2 runs
A in a black-box way, simulating all inputs to A during
Expti-UFP (A). Namely, B2 sets pkC = pk∗. It can still simulate
all registration responses to A, using OSignC (sk

∗, ·) as needed.
More concretely, if A wants to register a corrupt sender, B2
receives pkSl

to be registered for Sl. Otherwise B2 generates
(pkSl

, skSl
), the corresponding certificate body cbodySl

, and
queries OSignC (sk

∗, cbodySl
) for the needed certificate signa-

ture. A’s queries to Ospdu can be answered trivially by B2
since it possesses all secret keys of the honest senders.

Eventually, A outputs its forgery (S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗ , spdu∗).
If it is valid, it means that A (with probability Pr[UnregKey])
produced a valid forgery with respect to an unregistered sender
(i.e., (S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗) ̸∈ ListPub). Adversary B2 then extracts
cbody∗ and sig∗ from CS∗ , and returns (cbody∗, sig∗) as its
forgery. It is clear that B2’s simulation for A is perfect. Next
we explain that (cbody∗, sig∗) is a valid forgery for SC under
pk∗. Indeed we know that CVrfy(pkC , spdu

∗, st) = 1. As
(S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗) ̸∈ ListPub, spdu∗ must include CS∗ (and not
just, e.g., a hash of the certificate). Hence, internally of CVrfy,
it must hold that VrfyC(sk

∗, cbody∗, sig∗) = 1. Furthermore,
since (S∗, pkS∗ ,CS∗) ̸∈ ListPub, B2 never has to askOSignC to
sign cbody∗. Thus, it holds that Pr[UnregKey] ≤ AdveUF

SC (B2).

APPENDIX C
SECURITY OF ECDSA-BASED V2V PROTOCOLS

In what follows we analyze the security of the original
ECDSA-based V2V protocol. We first describe the ECDSA-
based design P = (KGenc, CGen,SPDUGen,SPDUVerify)
using explicit certificates in our notation from Definition 1
with SC = Si = Sc = (KGenc,Signc,Vrfyc).

CGen returns ((S, pkS ,CS), (S, pkS , skS , CS)) with
(pkS , skS)← KGenC and CS being an explicit certificate
over pkS and S, including sig← Signc(skC , cbodyS).

SPDUGen takes input S, skS , CS , pkC , BSM, and i. If i = 1
mod τ , spdui ← (BSM, Signc(skS ,BSM),CS). Other-
wise, spdui ← (BSM,SignECDSA(skS ,BSM),H(CS)).

SPDUVerify(CS , pkC , spdu, st): If i = 1 mod τ , let (BSM,
sig,CS) ← spdui and h ← H(CS). If Vrfyc(pkS ,
BSM, sig) = 1 and CVrfy(pkC ,CS , st) = 1, update
st with h and return 1. Otherwise return 0. If i ̸= 1
mod τ , let (BSM, sig,CS , h

′) ← spdui, and return 1 if
Vrfyc(pkS ,BSM, sig) = 1 and h = h′, and 0 otherwise.

Corollary 2 (Classical Security of ECDSA-Based V2V with
Explicit Certificates). Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}128 be a second
pre-image resistant hash function and P be the ECDSA-
based V2V protocol using explicit ECDSA-based certificates
described above. Suppose A is a classical i-UF adversary
against Expti-UFP (A) making at most qC queries to OC. Then
we can construct adversaries B1, B2, and B3 such that

Adv1-UF
P (A) ≤ 1

qC
AdvcSc(B1) + AdveUFSc (B2), and

Advi-UFP (A) ≤ 1

qC
AdveUFSc (B1) + AdveUFSc (B2)

+Adv2PRH (B3), for i ∈ [2, 5].

Proof: This corollary follows from Theorem 1. For i = τ ,
we instantiate both Si and SC with ECDSA, i.e., Sc for

the first SPDU. Therefore, we bound the advantage of the
adversary by the summation of the advantages of an adversary
forging an ECDSA signature over the BSM (B1) and forging
a signature over the certificate (B2). For i = [2, .., 5], it still
holds that Si = SC = Sc. However, the SPDUs include only
the hash, and not the full pseudonym certificate. Therefore we
additionally include the advantage of an adversary finding a
second pre-image (B3) . This is because the adversary can
win as soon as they find C′ such that H(C′) = H(CS∗).

Bounding Advi-UF
P (A) with Adv2PR

H (B3) seems to be an
obstacle of our security reduction. In practice it is not enough
to find a second pre-image, as the adversary would still in
addition need to forge the signature on the SPDU since the
receiver verifies the SPDU with the public key known from
prior SPDUs (given in the state st). The obstacle stems from
the fact that our security model assumes an adversary that is
more powerful than it actually is in practice. Namely, we allow
the adversary to include a public key in their forgery, while
in practice the public key given in the certificate (received
in earlier SPDUs) is used. Since SHA-256 is used for all
instantiations of V2V protocols, assuming second pre-image
resistance is not an additional constraint in practice.

ECDSA-ECQV-based V2V. IEEE 1609.2 allows to use
implicit certificates based on ECQV [38] instead of explicit
ECDSA-based certificates. [74] analyzes the composability
of ECQV and ECDSA and proves security against passive
adversaries. To the best of our knowledge, there is no security
analysis of ECQV/ECDSA against active adversaries. As this
paper is mostly concerned with PQ alternatives that need to use
explicit certificates, we do not analyze the security of ECDSA-
ECQV-based V2V regarding i-UF.

APPENDIX D
Fully Hybrid DESIGN

We describe our Fully Hybrid design using the formal V2V
protocol definition introduced in Section VI-A, provide its
pseudo-code description in Fig. 9, and discuss instantiations.

Let P be the Fully Hybrid protocol using the two signature
schemes Sc and Spq.

KGenC returns (pkC , skC) as in the Partially Hybrid design.
CGen returns CS = (Cc

S ||C
pq
S ) with Cc

S over pkcS , Cpq
S over

pkpqS , (skcS , pk
c
S)← KGenc, (skpqS , pkpqS )← KGenpq.

SPDUGen returns (with sigpqi ← Signpq(skpqS ,BSMi),
sigci ← Signc(skcS ,BSMi), and sigi ← (sigpqi ||sig

c
i))

spdui =


(BSMi, sig

c
i ,Ci), for i = 1,

(BSMi, sig
c
i , h

c,Ci), for i ∈ [2, α− 1],

(BSMi, sig
c
i , h,Ci), for i = α,

(BSMi, sigi, h), for i ∈ [α+ 1, τ ].

SPDUVerify is defined as follows, with (sigci ||sig
pq
i )← sigi.

For i ∈ [1, α− 1]: as in the Partially Hybrid design. For
i = α: CS ← CCons(C1, ...,Cα). If CVrfy(pkC ,CS , st) =
1 ∧ h = H(CS) ∧ Vrfyc(pkcS , sig

c
i ,BSMi) = 1 ∧

spdui of correct form, then process BSMi, update st
with H(CS) and pkS , and return 1. For i ∈ [α + 1, τ ]:
if h = H(CS ∧ Vrfypq(pkpqS , sigpqi ,BSMi) = 1 ∧
Vrfyc(pkcS , sig

c
i ,BSMi) = 1 ∧ spdui of correct form, then

process BSMi and return 1. Else, return 0.
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1 : Sender S Receiver R

2 : sigc1 ← Signc(BSM1, sk
c
S)

3 : spdu1 ← (BSM1, sig
c
1, C1 )

spdu1 (BSM1, C1 )← spdu1

4 : (Cc
S ||Cfrac )← C1

5 : if CVrfy(pkcC ,Cc
S) = 1 :

6 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigc1,BSM1) = 1 :

7 : for i = 2, ..., α − 1 : Process(BSM1)

8 : sigci ← Signc(BSMi, sk
c
S) Abort

9 : h
c ← H(Cc

S)

10 : spdui ← (BSMi, sig
c
i, h

c
, Ci )

11 : spdui (BSMi, Ci , h
c
)← spdui

12 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigci,BSMi) = 1 :

13 : if hc
== H(Cc

s) :

14 : Process(BSMi)

15 : sigcα ← Signc(BSMα, skcS) Abort

16 : h← H(CS)

17 : spduα ← (BSMα, sigcα, h,Cα )

18 : spduα (BSMα, Cα )← spduα

19 : CS ← CCons(C1, ...,Cα)

20 : if CVrfy(pkpqC ,CS) = 1 :

21 : if Vrfyc(BSMα, sigcα, pkcS) = 1 :

22 : for i = α + 1, ..., τ : if h == H(CS) :

23 : sigpqi ← Signpq(skpqS ,BSMi) Process(BSMα)

24 : sigci ← Signc(skcS ,BSMi) Abort

25 : sigi ← ( sigpqi ||sig
c
i)

26 : spdui ← (BSMi, sigi , h)
spdui (BSMi, (sig

c
i|| sig

pq
i ), h )← spdui

27 : if Vrfypq(pkpqS , sigpqi ,BSMi) = 1 :

28 : if Vrfyc(pkcS , sigci,BSMi) = 1 :

29 : if h == H(CS) :

30 : Process(BSMi)

31 : Abort

Fig. 9. Pseudo-code description of the Fully Hybrid design to be repeated
every τ BSMs.

Discussion on PQ Security. As we first need to transmit
the entire hybrid certificate before we can sign and verify the
hybrid PQ-ECDSA signatures, the first α message(s) of each
certificate transmission cycle are only protected by ECDSA.
Ideally, all messages should be authenticated by ECDSA and
PQ signatures. However, embedding both the PQ certificate
and signature in the first frame would incur a large frame size.
Losing an important BSM due to its large frame size poses a
more severe risk than a quantum adversary who would need
to successfully run a very precise attack on the first SPDU in
the certificate transmission cycle. We formalize the security of
our design using explicit ECDSA certificates.

Corollary 3 (i-UF of the Fully Hybrid). Let
H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}128 be a hash function and P be
the Fully Hybrid V2V protocol using explicit hybrid PQ-
ECDSA certificates as described above. Suppose A is an i-UF
adversary against Expti-UFP (A) making at most qC queries
to OC. Then we can construct adversaries Bc1, Bpq1 , Bc2, Bpq2 ,
and B3 such that Advi-UFP (A) ≤

1
qC

AdveUFSc (Bc1) + AdveUFSc (Bc2), for i = 1
1
qC

AdveUFSc (Bc1) + AdveUFSc (Bc2) + Adv2PRH (B3), for i ∈ [2, α],
1
qC

min
(

AdveUFSc (Bc1),AdveUFSpq (B
pq
1 )

)
+min

(
AdveUFSc (Bc2),

AdveUFSpq (B
pq
2 )

)
+ Adv2PRH (B3), for i ∈ [α+ 1, τ ].

Proof: The corollary follows from Theorem 1 as follows.

TABLE VII. RESULTING SIZES OF FRAMES Fi (IN BYTES) FOR OUR
Fully Hybrid DESIGN; |CS | IS THE SIZE OF THE ENTIRE CERTIFICATE.

PQ Scheme |CS | α F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 β
Pure ECDSA Design

- 162 1 330 200 200 200 200 1
Fully Hybrid Design

Falcon 1723 1 1894 894 894 894 894 2

For i = 1, we have Si = SC = Sc, and the SPDU includes
the full ECDSA certificate, forging signatures over the BSM
or the certificate reduces to adversaries forging an ECDSA
signature over the BSM (Bc1) or forging an ECDSA signature
over the certificate (Bc2), respectively. For i ∈ [2, α], the SPDU
differs in that it includes the hash instead of the full, ECDSA
certificate, so we additionally include the advantage of an
adversary finding a second pre-image (B3). For i ∈ [α+1, τ ],
all signatures are concatenations of Sc and Spq signatures,
so the advantage of forging signatures over the BSM or the
certificate is the minimum of forging either a classical or
PQ signature, as both of them would have to be forged for
the adversary to successfully forge the hybrid signature. In
addition, we include the advantage of finding a second pre-
image (B3) as it is still a possibility for the adversary to mount
this attack on the hash of the full certificate to win.

Backwards-Compatibility. Like the Partially Hybrid, our
Fully Hybrid design can be extended to be backwards-
compatible. The difference between Fig. 9 and its backwards-
compatible variant lies in whether the receiver verifies the PQ
signature or not. (More concretely, in the handling of the [α, τ ]-
th SPDUs in SPDUVerify). As before (see Section V-C), we as-
sume all vehicles send and expect to receive hybrid certificates,
even if they do not possess the hardware capabilities to verify
the PQ signature, in order to prevent rollback attacks. We also
require each sender’s certificate to indicate whether the sender
has PQ-signing capabilities, so the verifier knows whether to
run PQ-verification, and the fact this is signed by the CA
prevents an adversary mounting a rollback attack. We note
this is not included in our implementation, as we assume PQ
capabilities for all vehicles. Following [75], security of both
schemes can only be guaranteed for honest sender/receivers
and if both PQ and ECDSA signatures are verified. Generating
PQ signatures does not give extra security for receivers without
hardware updates compared to pure ECDSA V2V ; i.e., if the
receiver supports PQ and processes the algorithms as above,
the security is as per Corollary 3. Otherwise, the security is the
same as for pure ECDSA as per Corollary 2 (see Appendix C).

Instantiation and Resulting Frame Sizes. Only signature
algorithms whose associated certificates can be sent in five or
fewer fragments α can be used in the Fully Hybrid design, due
to the five-message minimum in the certificate transmission
cycle of the protocol. As mentioned in Section D, the only
viable instantiation on current hardware and under the current
size constraints is Falcon, with resulting frame sizes reported
in Table VII. We chose to instantiate α = 1. To be more
concrete, using explicit ECDSA certificates the frame F1 is
1894 bytes, as it contains the BSM, the ECDSA signature,
and the entire certificate CS (see Table VII, column "F1").
As explained in Section V-D, β indicates how many frames
are necessary during P2PCD. Although Dilithium and XMSS
certificates can be split similarly to Falcon, their signatures
alone exceed the 2, 304-byte payload limit; therefore, we do
not instantiate our design using them.
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APPENDIX E
ARTIFACT APPENDIX

A. Description & Requirements

We provide three artifacts: (1) a pre-configured virtual
machine (VM), PQ-Benchmarks, with our PQ algorithm and
ECDSA benchmarking code installed; (2) a pre-configured
VM, PQ-V2Verifier, with our PQ-V2Verifier testbed installed;
and (3) a pre-configured VM, PQ-VEINS, with the VEINS
simulator and our PQ VEINS module installed.

1) How to access: The VMs containing the artifacts that
were used for evaluation and awarding of badges are perma-
nently archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10160535.
Archival versions of the source code for the three artifacts run
by these VMs are also available archivally at

• PQ-Benchmarks: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10189511
• PQ-V2Verifier: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10189528
• PQ-VEINS: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10189557

2) Hardware dependencies: No hardware is required be-
yond a “commodity PC.” As defined by the NDSS 2024 Call
for Artifacts [76], “[a] commodity desktop machine is defined
as one with an x86-64 CPU with 8 cores and 16 GB of RAM
running a recent Linux or Windows operating system.”

3) Software dependencies: Each VM is provided in Open
Virtual Appliance (OVA) format. We used Version 7.0.8
r156879 (Qt5.15.2) of Oracle’s free VirtualBox software to
create and test the artifact VMs, and we recommend evaluators
use the same version to ensure consistency. The specific
supported operating systems and required software packages
for each artifact are enumerated in the READMEs of the
repositories linked above.

4) Benchmarks: None.

B. Artifact Installation & Configuration

Each artifact can be evaluated by downloading the OVA
file for the relevant VM from the DOI record above, launching
VirtualBox, and importing the VM (File→ Import Appliance).
When importing is complete, each VM can be booted up
by selecting it in the left sidebar and clicking the green
arrow (“Start”) icon in the top navigation menu. For the PQ-
V2Verifier and PQ-Benchmarks VMs, log in when prompted
as “User” with the password “password”. On the PQ-VEINS
VM, log in with the username “veins” and password “veins”.
Specific instructions from that point on for each VM are
provided in the relevant sections below.

C. Major Claims

• (C1): We measure signature generation and verifica-
tion times for Sphincs+, Falcon, Dilithium, XMSS, and
ECDSA using liboqs [67] and Botan [66]. As demon-
strated in experiment (E1), our source code is publicly
available and facilitates benchmarking these algorithms
on either ARM or x86_64 chipsets, thus allowing evalu-
ation on V2V devices like we used for our experiments
(see [33]), other embedded systems, or traditional PCs (as
in this evaluation).

• (C2): Our PQ-V2Verifier testbed provides the necessary
elements to implement and experiment with post-quantum

authentication protocols in an IEEE 1609.2-compliant
V2V environment; in particular, Falcon support is pack-
aged to enable experimentation with the only NIST-
approved algorithm we find likely to be feasible for real-
world V2V systems. Experiment (E2) demonstrates the
availability and functionality of PQ-Verifier.

• (C3): Our PQ-VEINS post-quantum module for the
VEINS V2V simulation tool provides a novel environ-
ment for evaluating the practicality of V2V authentication
protocols (both classical and post-quantum) in realistic
environments. Experiment (E3) demonstrates the avail-
ability of PQ-VEINS and showcases the functionality of
our code via simplified examples based on the experimen-
tal code used for our paper.

D. Evaluation

1) Experiment (E1)—Feasibility Benchmarks (15 minutes):
This experiment supports claim (C1) by demonstrating that our
code is available and can be compiled successfully for ARM
or x86 processors, and by confirming our code is functional
by locally executing the x86 version.

[Preparation] Follow the instructions under Artifact Instal-
lation & Configuration to download, launch, and log into the
PQ Benchmarks VM.

[Execution] The source code for our benchmarking is pre-
loaded in the pq-benchmarks directory. Open a terminal
and move into this directory with the command:

cd $HOME/pq-benchmarks

This directory contains the source code to build test binaries
for ECDSA, Falcon, Dilithium, Sphincs+, and XMSS. The
provided Makefile can be used to build all or a subset of
these binaries for x86_64, ARMv8, or both architectures. For
simplicity, we provide a script to build all of these binaries
(for both architectures) and run the x86 versions of each
binary in the VM, all with a single command:

./functional_test.bash

In Section VII-B, we evaluate each algorithm based on its
average and standard deviation runtime for 1000 executions
(see Table V). However, some of the algorithms (e.g., XMSS,
Sphincs+) can take a few seconds or more for each signature
generation or verification, which prolongs the experiments.
Since access to the V2V devices we used for our experiments
(see [33]) is not expected for the evaluator, reproducibility
of these results is neither expected nor targeted. Hence, we
reduce the number of iterations over each algorithm to 10 in
order to reduce experiment length. If desired, the evaluator
can easily increase the number of iterations by adjusting the
value of the ITERATIONS variable defined in the util.h
source file and rebuilding the project.

[Results] As the test binary for each algorithm completes,
the average and standard deviation for the runtime of that
algorithm will be displayed in the terminal. These results are
also written to text files (e.g., ecdsa_results.txt) for
more convenient inspection.

Our source code is permanently available at the DOI record
above for PQ-Benchmarks. The successful compilation of our
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source code for ARM and x86 architectures, as well as the
successful execution of the x86 versions within the VM,
confirm the functionality of this artifact. Since the devices
we used to obtain the results in Table V are very likely not
available to the evaluator, our results are not expected to be
reproducible, but this experiment sufficiently demonstrates the
availability and functionality of our code to the greatest extent
possible in the absence of this speciality hardware.

2) Experiment (E2)—Using PQ-V2Verifier (≤ 30 minutes):
This experiment supports claim (C2) by demonstrating the
availability and functionality of our PQ-V2Verifier code.

[Preparation] Follow the instructions under Artifact Instal-
lation to download, launch, and access the PQ-V2Verifier VM.

[Execution] See the instructions under “Running PQ-
V2Verifier in test mode” in the project README file to run
a proof-of-functionality example using PQ-V2Verifier.

[Results] The access to our PQ-V2Verifier source code
on GitHub and the ability of the evaluator to run the basic
example described by the project README demonstrate both
the availability and functionality of this artifact. No specific
experimental results are collected; the available and functional
artifact is itself the expected outcome.

3) Experiment (E3)—Using PQ-VEINS (up to 1 hour):
Run a simple scenario in VEINS that demonstrates how our
implementation of V2V security protocols (classical and post-
quantum) facilitates studying the impact of V2V security on
network performance. This experiment supports claim (C3) by
demonstrating how we integrate and evaluation PQC (Falcon)
and classical (ECDSA) V2V security into VEINS.

Please note that we do not provide our complete imple-
mentation of the Partially Hybrid protocol in PQ-VEINS, nor
do we provide our implementation of the AI-based spectrum
optimization described in Section IV, as including these el-
ements in simulations results in significantly exceeding the
computational time and resource constraints described in the
Call for Artifacts. However, these elements will be made
available on GitHub in the PQ-VEINS repository archived
under the above DOI.

[Preparation] Follow the instructions under Artifact Instal-
lation to download, launch, and log into the PQ-VEINS VM.

[Execution] While not necessary to complete this experi-
ment, the evaluator may wish to review the project README
file for context on PQ-VEINS before beginning. Proceed by
opening a new terminal window and launching the VEINS
background process:

veins_launchd -vv

Next, open a new terminal window and navigate to the
PQ-VEINS application directory:

cd $HOME/src/veins/examples/veins

There are several pre-configured options for simulations
to run, each combining a different type of V2V security
(i.e., ECDSA or Falcon) with a specific data rate (BPSK
1/2 or BPSK 3/4), the use or absence of P2PCD for
learning pseudonym certificates (see Section IV-B), etc. We

have included a comprehensive run file, runs.sh, which
enumerates all of the possible pre-configured scenarios
(note, we do not recommend actually executing this file,
as completing all of the available configurations will take
multiple days of computing time). The options can be
conveniently viewed in a terminal with the command
cat runs.sh.

For simplicity and a rapid proof of the functionality of
PQ-VEINS, the fastest configuration is ECDSA with BPSK
1/2 and no P2PCD in use. This configuration can be executed
with the command:

./run -u Cmdenv -c V2V-ECDSA-BPSK12-NOP2PCD-500MS

By default, this will repeat the simulation 100 times, each
time with a different seed, to collect a reasonable distribution
of results. However, for evaluation purposes, the repetition can
be stopped at any time (after allowing at least a few minutes for
1–2 iterations to complete) with Ctrl+C, and partial results
up to that point will be written to the disk upon program exit.

[Results] As our AI and Partially Hybrid components of
PQ-VEINS cannot be evaluated within the constraints of the
Call for Artifacts, we do not attempt to reproduce specific
results from the paper. However, results from these simplified
example implementations (which still demonstrate the avail-
ability and functionality of our PQ-VEINS module) are written
to the results folder and can be examined if desired. First,
use the post-processing utility that we provide in order to
convert the simulation results from scalar vectors into a more
convenient CSV format:

python3 ./process_results.py

This will create one CSV file in the results directory for
each iteration of the simulation(s) that were completed.

E. Notes

The experiments described in this appendix are intention-
ally simplified and streamlined for the artifact evaluation pro-
cess. Complete versions of source code, along with installation
instructions bypassed herein, are available in the public, open-
source code repositories archived above. We further encourage
the reader to look at the README files included with each
artifact for additional documentation on installing and config-
uring our software for use in other projects.
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